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·--:Hon'.·D,~H~Yhii~gofMt.
Yernon, A.
S. K1mball,Esq., oL',orway, and Hon. D.
.
IT. i\IcGillicuddy of Le\\:hton, will speak at
, -100 m the shade at Canton IIouse, • the rink Friday evening,
Sept.
roth.
1 uesday.
Thompson's
Band will he in attendance.
-Mrs. James Fardy of Auburn is visiting in town.
-Improvements
at the grove this season consist of an extension of the speak-M. B. Thomes'
store has receiYed a ers stand, additional
seats for the audicoat of paint.
ence, and a broad stairway from the rail-Mrs. Mary Oldham has returned from road track up the steep bank, to the groYe.
Old Orchard.
-Prof.
A. Delemain's
wonderful mys-Mrs. John Gammon is sick with bi!- tery exhibition will be at Canton Ilouse
lious fever, at S. C. Hodge's.
IIall. \.Vednesda_y and Thursday evenine-s.

-Mr. Byron Small has returned to his
studies at J. P. Swasey's office.
-Three
of A. L. Ray's cl11'lclren have
heen ill with summer complaint.
-Miss Nettie Adkins is teaching school
in the Stillman Ilayford district.
-;\frs. S. D. Packard of Gorham, N.
H., is visiting at Alpheus Packards.
t,

-Mrs. Frank Richardson has returned
from a few weeks visit at New Sharon.
-Miss Mabel Kidder commenced a free
high school at East Peru, last Monday.
-1\I. F. Ricker a nd Mr. a nd Mrs. A.
Ricker, of Auburn, were at Hotel Swasey
Tuesday.
-Miss Flora :\Iitchell will commence a
private school at the village school house,
next Mo nd ay.
-A party of about a dozen picnicers
from the ,·illage spent the day at Lake
grove, on Tuesday.

she has been in declining health.
Iler
sickness was pronounced ·'heart difficulty"
by the doctors.-L.
L.
A CARD.

I hereby

tender

my sincere

thanks to the many friends and neighbors
who so kindly aided me in my late severe
affliction.
l\TAsox fl. TURNER.
Dixfield Centre, :-.le.

will preach at the Baptist church next
Sunday, Sept. 12th, in exchange
with
Rev. Mr. Ventres.
It is expected he will
address the Ladies' Mission Circle in the
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-The
Oxford
Baptist
Association
closed a very interesting
session of three
clays at Ko. Li,·ennore, last Thursday.
-Asher
C. IIinds and Miss Lizzie C.
Hinds, of Portland, "·ere among the excursionists to Rumford Falls, Saturday.
-Miss
Lulu Bosworth
has returned
from Nobleboro, :Me.. where she has been
this summer with her sister, )1rs. Stetson.
-Alf.

f

No• 36•

1u:arric<l.

man, Rev. C. T. Keen, passed clown the
center aisle, all meeting in the broad space
in front of the pulpit.
At that moment
the music ceased, and the marriage ceremony which was not long, but binding,
was performed, after which a prayer was
offered. The minister then congratulated
the bride and introduced ::>Ir. and :Mrs. A.
K. Thomas to the assembly.
Then came
a few moments
of congratulations
of
friends.
The bridal party then repaired
to the home of the bride's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. \V. Marshall, with all the par-

Canton-Sept.
4, hy Rev. \V. I-I. S. Ventres, Mr. H. L. Douglass, of Beloit, Wis.,
and Mrs. Susan Bassett of Livermore.
Dixfield-Sept.
1, by H. A. Randall, •
Esq., Mr. Charles H. Adams and l\Irs.
Ve,ta A. Merrill, both of Rumford.

East Livermore-Aug
29, l\Ir. H. \V.
Baily and ::>Iiss R. E. Brown, both of East
TJi vt:nnore.
SCIENCE
IIILL.
East Livermore-Aug.
25, Mr. Chas.
Our Sabbath school picnic came off SatGordon of Fayette, and l\Iiss Hattie Weld.
d
A
K 0 t 'ti t c1· th
ur ay,
t:g. ~ 8 •
wi ,s an rng
e exof
Mt.
Vernon.
~
cessive heat, the occasion ,ms enjoyed by ents of the newly married couple, with
Sept. 8th and 9th. According to the bills all. About 200 persons ,Yere present. The brothers and sister, making a merry party,
1. l\Ir. Jones
Livermore
Fall.s-Sept.
lots of presents are given away nightly.
•
d' I
ti
· • d t t
Tl
th
Bonney, and Miss Emma E. Gammon,
Parties who have seen this show in snr- committee on literary ent_erta111d1~entan [ w ie1t-et ~ely ;~matlnl e1'h o e~. E t1eOnc edy
both
of
Canton.
arrangements were prompt m the 1scharge wen o ., r. .,ewe
omas , as
x,or ,
rou nd ing towns speak highly of it.
of their duties and succeeded in furnishing
the grooms father, where they gave a grand
Died.
-Col. Wm. T. Eustis will address the the following
program:
The exercises reception to a house full of friends.
It
Byron-Sept.
4, Richard C., youngest
meeting next Friday e,·ening at the Bap- commenced at about II A. ;\I., "·ith sing- ,ms on the whole a beautiful wedding and son of A. S. Young. aged 3 )ears, 7 mos,
tist church. on "Prohibition,
and its rela- ing, followed by remarks b_vB. F. Lancas- 1·eception, without ostentation or display. 23 days.
tion to the labor problem".
The meeting ter, who was appointed master of ceremo- They are now on their wedding tour for a
Dixfield-Aug.
30, Mrs. Phebe, wife of
will open at 6. ·m shar1J, and close earl_Y so J nies. The orde1 of exercises was as fol- short time, "·hen_ t_hey will ret_urn _and env
Mason H. Turner, aged about 50 year,.
as not lo interfere with the meeting at the lows:
ter upon the realities of a marnecl life.-K.
East Dixfield-Aug
28, Miss Julia M.
rink on the same evening.
All are inYi1-Select
reading by l\Iiss Loreda AdHartford.
ted.
ams; subject, Creed of the bells.
A '·I .- l E
fc t
•
·r Bartlett, daughter of Dr. S. P. Bartlett,
-Re,,. J. E. Coch1·ane of Pa1·1·a, a ,n·1s•
2-Recitation
bJ·. Zella Hawkes;
Our
• r ay,orc,
sq., o
an on, is ,va1 mg aged 32 years.
"
on pensioners this ,veek at our place ....
Livermore Falls-Sept.
2," infant chiid
sionary under appointment to Burma by Flag.
, . \ Our High school commences this week
1 he under fayorable circ11mstances.
the American Baptist Missionary
Union,
3-Recitation
by Earle Childs;
Over fifty of Mr. and l\lrs. L. S. Frost.

Watchman.
4-Recitation
b_v \Vil lie Kenney; Possibilities.
5-Recibtion
by
Charley
Kenney;
Where there's a will there's a way.
6--Reacling
by G. C. Childs; In th e
-The temperance meeting at the F. B.
church last Friday evening was very live- night.
7-Recitation
by Zella Hawkes; Locks
-·Willie Conant, son of A. B. Conant,
ly. Prohibition was discussed, and some
died last week of typhoid fe,·er. His age thought there was to,o much of politics of golden hair.
~-Recitation
by Weston Holman; It is
was about 20 years.
for a reform meeting, so it was decided to
hold a straight Prohibition meeting at the well to work with a cheerful heart.
-The Sunday school picnic excursion
9-Recitation
by Flora Kenney.
All
to Lake Anasagunticook
has been set for Baptist church next Friday evening.
io-Recitation
by \Vil mer Holman.
interested
in enforced prohibitory
laws
Thursday, Sept. 23.
I I-Recitation
by Earle Childs; \Vere I
a man grown.
-Supt.
Lincoln was unable to effect are invited.
iz-Recitation
by Charlie Kenney; :Makarrangements
for the big gro,·e meeting
mentioued last week.
ing hay.
13-Recitation
by Flossy Smith.
-Save
the best of those crops when
I4-Recitation
by \Villie Blancnard; Yon
you harvest, to put on exhibition
at the
Carthage.
Bibbe's Rock.
Androscoggin
Valley Fair.
SEPT. 6. Leander Berr_v and daughter,
bY Geo. Childs; The "·ine
1,-Reading
-Norway
celebrated her centennial an- of Georgeto,vn, are vi:;:iting here .... 'l'he
gla~s.
•
nh·ersary
Sept. 8th. The program ar- only son of Mr. and l\Irs. I. P. Staples of
6-Peclamation
by H. A. Childs; The
1
ranged was an elaborate one.
Canton was brought here to be bt..riecl last
•
two ships.
-The mill of the Canton Lumber Co. week. He died of diphtheria, after asick17-Ida E. Blanchard.
started up Monday morning,
under the ness of only a few days. The parents
18-Zella Hawkes; The beggar.
direction of the Portland bank.
have the sympathy of this commnnity in
19-Addie Marble; The bald headed man.
their
great
sorrow
....
Sept.
2nd,
gave
us
-Miss Ellis, daughter of \V. B. Ellis,
20-Singing
by Henry Adams, which
a
severe
frost
and
it
did
consideraclle
damMelrose, Mass., and a friend Miss Farnswas executed in a manner that speaks
age to crops.
B. D. W.
worth, are visiting at Virgil Cole's.
highly of him as instructor
of vocal mu-

5

Subscription. $l,l50 Per Y;a.l'.
$1.'25if Pa.id in Advance.

DIXFIELD.
T"·o parties haYe gone to Four Ponds
from near here to spend most of the week
fishing.
Monday, C. A. \Vilson from
ProYiclence, R. I., Morris \.ViIson and Geo.
Brown, ::>frs. \\.hite, Mrs. Julia Kirk of
Mexico,Miss Cornelia Blake of Providence,
R. I. Tuesday, \.V. II. Tainter and \Vm.
W. Wait, from Dixfield, and \.V. W. i\Iitchell and llarvey \.Vait from Boston .... Tues-

l\Iartz, a favorite of Canton audi-

day the republicans of Dixfield and ::\'Iexico met in com·ention at Dixfield village,
ences, will giYe an entertainment
at Can- and nominated V,'m. ;',I. Kidder as a canditon House Hall, Saturday evening, Sept. date for Representati,·e
to the Legislature
th
n •
from this District .... They are building a
-D. Clark, the Yeteran li,·er,· man, of fish way belo,v the upper dam, in \.Vebb's
Farmington,
and C. L. Ifarnde.n, clerk at river.-J.
H. E.
the Barden House, Phillips,
were at the
The school at the Academy
opened
Canton House Tuesday.
l\Ionday, Aug. 30, under the instruction
-H. A. Bemis, formerly of Peru, has of A. D. Park and wife ..... The church,
gone into the business of manufacturing
I understand, is to be repaired this fall.
and dealing
in extension
cases, shawl .... Rev. A. Lord closed his Jahors here
straps, etc., at Keen's Mills, Me.
Sunday last. .... Miss Knapp from Byron,
-Rev.
0. Roys has returned from his Miss Houston and F. Richard's two sons
early home in New York state. and 're- from Mexico, are attending school at the
ports a very enjoyable camping trip, with Academy._ .. Ilop-picking
is the order of
improved health for himself and family. the clay .... The young ladies of the Acacl-Masters
Edmund and Hubbard Pack- emy ga,·e a surprise parh· to ;\[iss Retta
arc!, sons of 1\1. F. Packard, of Boston, vVhitman, Friday evening.
Refreshments
who have been Yisiting in Eastern Oxford were sen·ed and a Yery pleasant eYening
for several weeks, returned home last Sat- spent .. - . Wool and hops are booming ....
urday.
Mrs. John Ellis has been quite sick: is het-\.Villiam
is a generous Soule.
,Ve ter at this wdting,-DART.
came home the other day and found under
Col. \Vm. T. Eustis ofDixfic-lcl, addressthe table half a bushel of fine flavored eel a large audience at Hamlin I !all, WisSopsovines that grew on his farm in Liv- casset, on Monday evening, Aug. 30 . Mr.
ermore.
Eustis' speech was clear and interesting
-A
valuable ring was lost the other throughout,
and did much to clear up the,
clay between II. II. Burbank's
and J. W. misundertuncling
in regard to the ProhiThompson's
office. The finder will he b1t1011part).
Col. Eustis will speak at
rnitably rewarded by leaving it at this of•! Dixfield Centre Saturday. Sept. I 1th.
fice for identification.
Died, in Dixfield, Aug. 30th, Mrs. Phe-Train
arrangements
for State Fair be Turner. wife of Mason H. Turner, aged
week give you a chance to go down and nearly 50 years. Mrs. Turner has been in
back any day during
the Fair, at $1.00 feeble health for some time past. Last
the round trip from Canton.
Tickets I winter she was accidentally thrown from a
good on any train during the week.
sleigh, being injured, since which time

sic, after which we listened to a ver_v interesting piece read by l\lr. Lancaster, entitled, The S.S. Teacher, which was highly applauded.
The game of base ball between the Canton Point and E. Dixfield boys resulted in
fayor of the Canton Point boys by a score
of23 to 12.-G. C. C.

East.

Dixfield.

Very dry. \Veils and mill ponds are
failing .... Mr. Butterfield is driving quite
an extensive busmess making apple barrels th is fall but is obliged now to shut
down "·ith quite large orders on hand, on
account of the drouth .... It is not very
sickly round here, hut I hear it is quite so
in some localities, and of se,·eral deaths,one that impresses me considerably,
that
of \Villie Conant.
He was a promising
voung man. His parents h:we the sym~ath/ of all \\·ho knew him .... Mr. Geo.
Rugg, from ;\fass, with his wife, are visiting at Rev. F. Starbird's.-B.

East Hebron.

North Jay-Aug.
ber, aged 28 years.

scholars are in attendance.
It is expected
that Mrs. Jennie Irish will in,truct a class
in music during the term .... \Ve are doing
our best by R'evei-kew-kaw,
as we have
a bona fide Chinawoman,,d10
is a guest of
Mrs. Ilorace Irish.
\:Ve should fail at
Hi11g Shoo even, as we have no valid claim
to literary merit among Chinese, but we
should be glad to see her in full dress of
her style, and "·ould perform the Keveikew-!.·aw the best "·e coulcl.-H.
M.

9, Mi. Geo. H. Web-

Supreme Dictator Gratz of the Knights
of Honor has issued an appeal to the Brotherhood that they appropriate from their
lodge funds to assist their brothers
in
Charleston.
Cloudman & Bingham, Boston,boot and
shoe dealers have failed. It is thought
their liabilities will reach $6oo,ooo.
The liabilities of P. F. \Villiams,
lumPeru,
ber, Boston, are $513,251-$175,875
being
direct outside Boston banks.
Assets, $25 ,Frank Gibbs, who has been ,·ery sick for 000. It is thought they can pay five cents
the past six "·eeks, is still quite low ....
on a dollar.
School in Dist. No.'.!. taught by Miss CarThe new State board of arbitration
has
0

rie Knight, closes with a picnic Friday,
Sept. 10 • • • • • • \V. H. \.Valker a nd wife returned Tuesday from the Chase family reunion, at Buckfield .... vVilson Stillman
has bought Fred Newton's stand.
Mr.
has bought the farm of Jacob Be1 X~wton
mis .... Arthur Hazelton has a ,·ery fine
Jersey calf for which he was offered $15
\\·hen it was six weeks old .... Rev. W. II.
\.Vyman and wif,, returned to their home
in vVinchendon, )1ass., last Friday.-JoE.

Rumford

Falls.

Mrs. J. Parker _\Vhite of Boston, with
her two children and her neice, l\11ss Parker, passed through the neighborhood the
other day. They came from home with
their own team, leaving the hoat at Bath.
vVould have been proper glad to have met
l\Irs. \V. as she was a pupil of ours twenty seven years ago. Wonder if she still
clings to the belief that her old time teacher was subject to spasms of ill nature and
that without cause. vVe might compromise the matkr and call it an e1·en thing
. . . . Hop picking is in progress,
but
the yieltl is not satisfactory, and the fruit
of the vine i5 unclean.
The Dutch must
drink
lousy lager
this year .... \Vally
Clark's loon has returned from the taxidermist,
life-like
and
beautiful.••• \V.
Adams has a pair of matched cah·es that
he dotes on and are the talk of the town
.... Joe gets the honey, Pearl and Jim the
crumb.-fOHN,

J~~ti;!\~

:!~f~~ei 0 :~se~~:~ 1~Ptf,1~~~~\~~;.s
sea rubber works.

1

e

Benjamin Thaxter, Boston's oldest merchant, is dead. He was 98 years old.
The annual convention of the national
association
of stationary
engineers was
opened in Boston Tuesday.
Henry A. Newhall,
of Malden, was
thrown ·from his carriage Tuesday morning and received injuries from which he
died at noon.
Renewed earthquake shocks were felt in
Greece Sunday.
Russia continues her endeavors to form
an alliance with Turkey.
Germany has abandoned her right to establish a naval station at the Carolina
Islands.
Henry J. Christoph, a well known private banker of Chicago, committed suicide
:i'vlonday night.
The occasion for the deed
is a mystery.
Martin Irons, leader of the great South•
western railroad st1·ike, was locked up at a
police station in Kansas City Monday
night, on a charge of drunkenness.
He
wi~s unable to give bonds for his release .

It is reported that El Coyote, the bandit,
was in New Laredo Sunday night, and the
report is confirmed by reliable persons.
HEBRON ACADEMY.
The fall term of Hebron Academy

Goon Ilot.:SEKEEPIKG, just out, says
fresh ripe frpits, served with taste and varietv, form a much more healthful and acceptable desert than pastry, puddings, and
other home-made dainties, many of which
are largely respomible for the ruin wrought
upon digestion, and says the medicinal
qualities should be duly considered.
It
tells what kinds of fruit are excellent tonics; what aid digestion; what are good for
languid depression
induced by h~at, as
well as headaches and acidity of the stomach; what are nourishing and may be freely eaten without fear of injury to the
health; how to preserve their best flavors
and give them a dainty appearance;
how
best to keep each kirid till served, and the
best way to serve each and all kinds of
fruit.
GooD HousEKEEPING is sold b)' all
newsdealers
at IO cents a copy, but the aging.
best "ay to take it is to send $2.50 for one
year's subscription to Clark W. Bryan &
Co., Publishers,
Holyoke, Mass., or to
their branch office, 259 Broadway, N. Y.
Pi1lows, etc. Flowers preserved.

A beautiful wedding occurred here last
Wednesday. in the F. B. church, of Mr.
A. K. Thomas of Oxford, and Miss Addie
:\1. l\Iarshq.11 of East Hebron.
The friends
and invited guests gathered at the church,
i,bout seYenty-five in number, at a little
before 2 P. M. The church was tastefully
and beautifully adorned with fresh flowers
and bouquets.
At a few minutes past 2
the bridal party arrived, which consisted
of the bride and groom, bridesmaid :;\liss
Ella Berry, of this place, and groomsman
Mr. Herbert Howard, West Minot.
After
a few preliminaries
in the vesti"bule, the
church doors were thrown open by Deacon
Bonney and the pealing notes of the organ
rang out a beautiful wedding march, (l\Irs.
N. M. Marshall, of Gorham, presiding.)
At this moment the groomsman led the
way conducting the bridegroom down the
United States Attorney Ewing has beleft hand aisle, and the bridesmaid
con- gun a suit in the federal court at Chicago
ducted the bride down the right-hand
for $40,000 against Colonel W. H. Bolton
aisle,
while
the
officiating
clergy- of the post office.

open•

ed on Tuesday last, with a larger number
of scho Jars than has been known there
for years, and this too notwithstanding
that twenty seven were graduated
from
the school.last summer.
Arrivals during
the week have increased the number to a
hundred, and a few more are expected la·
ter.
The chapel, both rooms in the Academy building, and the district school-house
are all utilized as recitation
rooms.
The
increased size of the school only urges
more strongly than ever the immediate
necessity of better accommodations,
and
it is hoped that another year will see a
new building well under way. Two of
the recent grnduates are back, taking the
college preparatory course, and will enter Colby another
year. At the school
prayer-meeting
Thursday evening no less
than fifty were present and a good degree
of interest was shown.
Taken all in all
the outlook for the year is most encour•

I

FLOWERS ~;e!r.~~1;-!t~I

I have mad
arrangements with the well-known Portland
Florists, \\'. E. MORTON & CO., to take or
ders for the above. Prices low; New designs.
Order of
1y7

C.

0. HOLT, CANTON.
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The Gol<len Bridge.
Let him listen whoso would know
Concerning the wisdom of King Tee Poh.

THE TELEPHONE

Fair is Pekin, with round it rolled
Wave on wave of its river of gold;
They gird its walls with their ninefold twine,
bridges that cr-:>ssthem are ninety
CANTON. OXFORD CO., ME. And the
and nine;
And as soon as the wind of morning blows,
B. N. ~ARVER, Editor and Proprietor. And the gray in the east takes a fleck of
rose
Upon each bridge 'gins the shuflle and beat
The horses in the United States are i11 Of hundreds of hoofs and thousands of feet;
the prop-0rtion of about o~e to every six And all day long there is dust and din,
inhabitants.
The Scientific American is And the coolie elbow3 the mandarin,
responsible for the ~tatement also that And gibe is given, and oath am! blowthe horse population of New York city is 'Twas thus in the time of King Tee Poh.
between 60,000 and 75,000, that of LonIt grieved the king that it should be so,
Then out of his wi5dom spoke King Tee
don 200,000, of which 60,000 are used in
Poh:
public carriages, an equal number in
PUBLiSH:ED THURSDAYS, AT

omnibuse, and 10,000 in street cars. •

''Build me a hundredth bridge, the best,
Higher and wider than all the re;t,
With posts of teak and cedarn rails,
And planks of sandal, with silver nails;
Gild it and paint it vermilion red,
And over it place the dragon's head;
And be it proclaimed to high and low
That over this fortunate arch shall go
Passenger none that does not throw
Golden toll to the river below;
And when the piece of gold is cast
Thrice Jet the trumpets sound n.blast,
Aud the mandarin write, with respectful
look,
The passenger's name in a silken book,
So that I, the king, may have in hand
The list of the wealthiest of my land."
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There is a young woman in the West
who can set an example to most young
men. Out in Dakota lives Miss R. S.
Mills, who has d uriug the last six
months edited the Hawley Star, a
weekly newspaper, and has proved up
on a pre-emption, planted five acres of
trees on a tree claim, built a sawmill and
raised the largest turnip and the roundest squash in ihe county. When she
proves up on her homestead, which she
proposes to do, she will have 480 acres
of. land.
The famous Sun cholera cure, which
is a certain and spce~y remedy for all
summer complaints, diarrhc:ea, dysentery,
and pains in the stom1tch, is w cheap an<i
easily obtained at any druO' store that
we republish it for the b...,enefit ~f our
readers. We advise everyone to keep it
in the house. It consis'.s of equal part'!!
of tincture of opium, tincture of cayenne,
tincture of rhubarb, e~sence of peppermint and spirits of camphor. A dose of
from ten to twenty drops in a wine glass
of sweetened water is given, until relief
is felt, at intervals of fifteen or t:wentf
minute.s.
~==~:==:===
A story -comes from M;xico that the
natives of Mexico on the coasts inoculate themselves with the virus of adders,
cobras and rattlesnakes, and persons who
have been thus vaccinated are rendered
forever proof against injury from any
bite or sting. An eruption immediately
breaks out, accompanied by fever and
much swelling of the body, after which
the skin gradually fbkes off in scales, as
in leprosy.
It is sai<l that people ·who
have been vaccinated in this manner can
not only handle the most poisonous serpents with impunity, but the bite of
these persons themselves is as fatal as
that of the snake whose virus has been
transferred into their blood.
The President has for beaten the veto
record of any of his predecessors. vVa,hington, during his two terms, vetoed
only two bills. None were disapproved
of by Adams or Jefferson. ),fac1ison has
six vetoes to his credit, and :?\Ionroe one.
John Quincy Adams, Van Buren, Harrison, Taylor, Fillmore and Garfield did
not exercise the power once. Eleven
bills were vetoed by Andrew Jackson;
n~ne by Tyler; three by Polk; nine by
Pierce; three by Buclrnnan, and only
?ne b! Lincoln. Andrew Johnson, durmg his stormy term, returned seventeen
bills to Congress ~ithout his approval;
Grant,
twenty-five;
!iayes,
twelve;
Arthur, four; and Cleveland, so far in
his administration, 115.

At various times for fifty years smoke
has been seen issuing from the swamps
f
o Florida, and every conceivable theory
projected to account for it.
The swamp
is impassable, but men have penetrated
very near to where the smoke ought to
~e. T~ere, however, they could see no
sign of it.
It is eveu claimed that some
have ?on: directly through. it without
kn~wmg 1t,_and Jud~~ White, an aged
c1t1zen,
is
positive
he
was
once
within
five or six miles
from it, when it
was
perfectly
plain. So the weight of scientific opinion
is that it is a vapor collected by peculiar
conditions in the great swamp, invisible,
of course, to one in it, but opaque to
those a few miles away. We all love mvstery, however, and so the common voice
runs that an opening in the swamp discharges a blue smoke from some under•
g'tound souw•,,
~ Tlie Druggist's

Pleasure

Boat.

"I see," said the Pretzel to one of
Chicago\s popular druggists, "that some
of our mil~ires_
are e.njoying life upon
the lakes with their yachts, while others
are working _diligently compounding
- drugs to save life."
''Yes," replied Mr. Dale, ''such is the
ca,e, and I intend to take a little recreation of the sarne kind myself in the near
future."
•
"Have you a yacht !" asktd the Pretzel.
"Xot exactly a yacht. I have a boat,
though."
''Indeed?"
"Ye~, and one that I can hnnd:e."
"Is 1t a steam vessJl ?''
"Oh, no, 'Tis a Peruvian bark. "-Na-1
tional _Weekly.
__

Straightway the bridge was builded so
As had spoken the wisdom of King Tm
Poh.
And every day from dawn till dark
They who watched the fortunate arch could
mark,
Like a cloud of midges that glow and gleam,
The gold toll cast to the burryin'l,"stream;
And all day the trumpet sounded loud,
And the mandarin of the guard kowtowed,
As he ':rote the name, with respectful look,
Of the passenger high in his silken book;
And all the while grew the renown
Of the fortunate arch in Pekin town,
Till of the wealthiest it was told:
"He spends his day on the bridge of gold."
And when a month and a day were spent,
The King Tee Poh for his treasurer sent.
"Go to the bridge," said he, "and look
At the list of names in the silken book·
And of all that are written, small and 'great,
Confiscate to me the estate;
As the sage Confucius well doth show
A wealthy fool is the State's worst foe:"
And the treasurer whispered, bending low:
"Great is the wisdom of King Tee Poh."
-George

T. Lanigan.

PATTY'SPIES.
Old Mrs. :ltiarkoe was rocking leisurely
back and forth m a willow chuir, on her
porch, in the soft noon sunshine, with a
piece of knitt.iug in her hand, when Patty Wallace came up the three broad, shallow steps with hesitating movements.
"Oh, it's you, is it?" said old :IIrs.
Markoe. •
"Yes," Patty diffidently answered., "it
is L"
•

I

Mrs. Markoe was seventy; Patt.y was
just twenty.
J\Irs. Markoe's hair was
whiter than sea-foam; Patty's was of the
palest rippling gold. Altogether they
presented a strange contrast.
"Come to borrow the paper?, said
Mrs. :M:arkoe, kindly.
''Not this time," answered Pattv reddening.
"I thought., perhaps, yo~ ;night
want to buy a little pearl brooch. It was
my mother's, and I don't think I shall
ever wear it. I would be willinoto sell
0
it for a dollar."
Mrs. ~farkoe g'.anced indifferently at
th e old-fashioned trinket, with its tarnished pearls a nd general a,pect of antiquity.
"No ,, said •he· "
,
it."
'
• ,
I don t care for

I

"Do you know any one who would
buy it?" Patty wIStfully questioned
"La no!" said Mrs. Ma.rkoe. ·"But
what's your notwn to sell it?"
''I-I
would like a little money very
much," said Patty, almost in a whisper.
For she felt insinctively that she could.
hardly explain to old Mrs. Markoe her
secret longing for a new bonnet, to wear
to the picnic at Clive Hollow-a fresh
spring str;i,w, of modern shape, in place
of the old, bleached-over abomination
which her soul secretly loathed.
"Money,
eh?" said Mrs. Markoe.
"Aunt don't give you all you want,
eh? Pretty close-fisted, ain't she?"
Patty colored once more.
''She give~ me all that I need," said
she, "but not always all that I want."
"Patty," brusquely spoke out the olii
lady, "you ought to get married.
A
bright, pretty girl like you, with lots of
beaux l And then there'd be plenty of
money always at your disposal, without
trudging around from pillar to post to sell
pearl brooches."
Patty smiled, dimpled, and tossed her
head.
• "That's easier said than done," said
she.
"But whyr' persisted Mrs. Markoe
"Oh" with sparkli "' d
t •
"
'
no, owncas eyes,
1 they have never any of them asked me

to marry th.em, Mrs. Markoe."

"They will in time, my dear," said the
old lady, encouragingly.
Patty sighed softly.
"'!'here used to be a song in my time,"
added Mrs. Markoe, "that was quite
fashionable.
'Why don't• the men propose!' TJrnt was the name of it. Is that
the way you feel, Patty, eh 1"
"Somewhat,"
owned Patty, with a
grimace.
"Well, if you don't care for
the brooch, Mrs. Markoe, I'll go with it
to Mrs. Parker.
She may perhaps buy
it."
''Mrs. Parker, a blooming widow of
forty, did not want the brooch, and said
so, frankly.
"But, Pat.ty," said she, "I'm awful
glad to sec you! I'm going to have all
Uncle Jeremiah's folks here to tea, and
Deacon Goodlie's wife, and Haven Hill's
family, and I'm just driven to death.
Could you stay and help me a little
while!"
"With plensnre," said Patty, untying
her Shaker straw bonnet, and laying
aside the white muslin scarf she had
worn, while she sadly dropped the little
pearl
brooch
once more into her
pocKet.
"What shall I do1" asked
she.
Well, you and I will choose," said
Mrs. Parker.
''There is the best parlcr
to scrub and dust, and the front windows
to clean, and tlierc's apple pies and
sponge cake to make in the kitchen.
I
baked the biscuit before breakfast this
morning.
Now, which would you prefer?"
"Oh, I'd rather be cook!" said Patti.
"I can make pies with any woman, and
I know a famous new recipe for sponge
cake, and only eight eggs to the pan I
Just lend me a white apron, will youf"
"You're the dearest little girl in all the
world," said Mrs. Parker, kissing her.
"And the very next time that you have
a raft of unexpected company, I'll come
over to your house and lend a hand, see
if I don't!''
And Patty, rolling out crisp c1;ust,mused
on the future.
She did not belong to
the race of prudes who affect a horror of
matrimony.
In her mind, a happy married life was the crown of all earthly
bliss.
Old Aunt Judith was kind to
her, after her own crabbed fashion; but
Patty felt that her whole existence was
becoming dwarfed and blighted.

I

SCIENTIFIC SCRAPS.
"Yes, quite; but thank you all the
same!"
A number of European botanists have
Patty trembled all over, and her heart had reason to belive that the seeds of
beat as Mr. Jeffreys slowly retraced his many New Zealand plants will not gersteps down the wooded s!ope. Her first .ninatc readily until after they have
offer of marriage, and yet she felt actu- been frozen. The same curious obserally as if she had committed a crime.
vation h:is been made in relation to
"But one can't marry the :first mall Uimalayan seeds.
that asks one," she reasoned within her.
Bees are said to have such an antipathy
self.
to dark-colored
objects
that black
''Patty!"
chickens have been stung to death while
She stafted.
Here was Guy Etherege
the white ones of the same brood are unstanding close to her.
touched, and a man in a black plug hat
Had he dropped from the clouds?
is rarely stung on account of the atten"Dear me!" she exclaimed, involun- tion the bees give to the hat.
tarily.
•
A deposit of mineral paint at Clifton,
"What's this about Mrs. Parker!" he
Tenn., is thought to 9e the largest ia
demand~.
the world. It is said' to be oily, of a
"About Mrs. Parker!'' repeated Patty.
Venetian red color, and that it is Detter ·\ ,
"Oh, I w·as-there, helping her to-day J
for iron or tin roofs than lead, as-it
Why?''
sticks better.
It is believed that several
''I won't have it, Patty!" s~id Etherege, imperiously.
"If you're going to million tons can oe mined at a cost of 50
help anybody, you must help me! You <::entsper ton.
must marry me, Patty!''
Thunder showers arc believed to be
Patty openc<l her lovely, wine-brown
fruitful bources of fertility, and serve to
eyes very wide.
hasten the growth of vegetation with
"l\'[ust 11" said she, with rather a wonderful rapidity.
This is doubtless
startled air. "But I-"
due to the nitric acid produced by the
''A letter for Miss Wallace, please," j currents of electricity passing through
said Ned, the little colored boy who ran the air. The explosions are thought to
errands for the village hotel.
"Please,
came a chemical combination of the
missy, l's to wait for an answer."
oxygen and nitrogen of the air, which
"I must see what. this is!" saiP.Patty,
results in nitric acid.
with appealing glances towards EtherMagnesium, which has more than once )<.
ege.
been abandoned as a source of light, ap"Very well," said he. "I'll wait here pears likely to be employed again, a profor fifteen minutes precisely."
cess having been discovered for producing
So he waited, while Patty hurried in- pure magnesium by tlectrolysis, and at a
side, lighted the lamp, and broke the price much less than that at which it
seal of her letter.
was formerly obtainable.
At the works
It was from Judge Spiker, the portly in Bremen, where the manufacture of
lawyer who boarded at Eagle Hall, and magnesium is carried on, prizes are offerwas reported to be the richest man in ed for the construction of the best magtown. It said:
nesium lamps having clockwork move
"MY DEAR Miss w ALLACE: It is with the
'llent.
utmost regret that I learn that you have enIn order to learn why there is so much

!::~:.

se;~;:h~! ;;;;tg::~!:·!::!dE::iI~:
P:~ sulphur in stone coal, and so little free
alkaline carbonates in the ashes, M.
treat you to become my wife. Need I say
how impatient I am to learn my fate? The Dieulefait has analyzed the surviving
single monosyllable, 'yes or 'no,' written on species of the families of coal plants,
and has
the outside of this envelope and sent back by particularly the Equisctacem,
the messenger, will make me either the luck• found in them an unusually large proiest or the mo;t miserable man alive.
portion of sulphuric acid. He concludes,
''Yours most truly,
therefore, that the coal plants were more
''ARISTIDES
SPIKER."
highly charged with sulphur than most
Patty took up her pencil and wrote, in
existing plants, and that for that reason
the blackest letters of which its lead was their alkaline consti' uents assumed the
capable, the word ''NO!"
Then she forms of sulphates instead of carbonates.
It was quite true what Mrs. Markoe
gave it to Ned, and returned to the
hacl said-Patty
was a beHe.
She had
front porch.
Light l.:oins.
plenty of gallants at every gathering.
"Well,"
said Mr. Etherage, "have
The followir,g notica has been posted
She was never allowed to occupy the
you considered the m:ittcr?"
on the bulletin-board
of the subposition of wall-flower when
others
"No!" she answered.
Treasury:
danced.
She had plenty of company
"Then what hrwe you been doing all
"On and after August 1, 1886, all
home from singing-schools,
spellingthis time?'' a little reJ)foachfully.
gold coin below legal weight will, under
matches and evenin 6 church.
But no
"You h:ive no right to nsk that ques- instructions received from the Secretary
one had ever asked her to change her
of the Treasury, be stamped ''light," as
tion," said Patty, demurely.
single state.
And in anguiEh of spirit,
the same is presented at the sub-Treas"No right?"
Patt.y repeated to herself the words of
":N'o !" said Patty. "You-you
are not ll.ry."
Mrs.Markoe's song, "Why don't the men
The necessity for this new rule, as ex•
my husband yet!"
propose?"
plained at the sub-Treasury,
is this:
Something in the saucy phrase-some''I can't go out. and ask them," said
There is a law which fixes the coin
Patty to herself, as she ran the notchino-- thing in the half. pathetic quiver of the
"limit of tolerance"-the
point to wb.ich
iron deftly around the edge of tl:e voice, filled Ethercge's heart with exulcoins m:i.y be worn or abraded and st,11
pie that
w,is first ready for
the tation.
be worth their face value-at
one-half of
"Patty!" he cried.
"MY. shy, brightoven.
''I wonder if that's what they
eyed darling! my soul's treasure!
Now 1 per cent. This means that when a
expect?''
gold dollar in the course of its use loses
But she brightened up a little when a I am the happiest fellow in all the
one one-half cent of its value in weight
stream of gay young people came up the world!"
So it was that Patty Wallace found it ceases to be worth $1 as a legal tender,
hill, from a fern-hunting
expedition
and is worth only its weight as gold merin the woods, aud paused at the open herself engaged to be married.
"I thought it was coming," said Mrs. chandise. Until about four years ago it
kitchen door.
"A pretty girl like Patty is was a rule of the officers at the New
"We stopped for you, Patty," cried Markoe.
York sub-Treasury to stamp all coins '
they, "but your Aunt Judith said you sure to be snapped up."
And Mrs. Parker's apple-pies was the outside of the limit of tolerance with a
were gone out."
letter "L," signifying that they were o!
"Yc:s,said Patty, us she brought them key that unlocked the puzzle of Patty's
Ught weight.
a gourd-shell of fresh, cool water to life. When it was believed that she
Bnt depositors raised an outcry against
<lrink. "I'm Mrs. Parker's cook now." was driven to work for her living, all the
lhe multilation of national coins, and an
She uttered the words laughingly, and lovers who had stood worshiping her
order came from Washington
directing
gave them never a second thought;
but from afar of, rushed promptly to the
the sub-treasury here to quit its s:ampthey were destined to bear fruit in the rescue.
ing business.
The result was that,
near future, as is the case with many a
But good Mrs. Markoc never knew
though light-weight coins were once re•
word that is spoken one moment and this.-Helen
Forre;t G1·aves_
jected at the sub-treasury, they still kept
forgotten the next.
coming in a regular stream.
The same
"vYell," it's a shnme !" said Lucy
•.t'Iori1la J\fosquilo Yarns.
abraded coin would be offered over and
Whitman; "such a pretty girl as Patty
We have to give it up. The toughest
Wallace is."
mosquito yarns come from down the over again four or five times during one
"That old aunt of her's must be a reg- river. It is told of one of the crew of week. There ,vas nothing to distinguish
ular crab," said Phiny
Duane, "to the steamer Rockledge, that after they their light weight, and often they were
turn her out into the world in that sort got into the inlet, when night carr;,e he detected only because the clerks of the t.,
of wny."
went to sleep in a stateroom, the win- sub-treasury, with their delicate tonch,
the result of years of practice, could deThe sponge cakes proved a success, the <low to which was protected by a screen.
apple pies a perfect triumph, and Patty He had scarcely fallen to sleep when he tect the lightness of weight, wh~n to an
ordinary business man the coin would
Wallace was sitting 011 the
little was awakened by a sense of suffocationfront porch at homP., tired, yet exul- the mosquitos had thronged the screen have nothing in its appearance out of the
Oiten 1t happened that in one
tant, when there came a footstep up the and stuck their heads into the meshes ordinary.
hill.
till they had excluded every particle of bag of gold coins th!.! nlJrasion of the
pieces will make a total of $15 or more
''Oh, Mr. Jeffreys!" cried Patty, rec- air. He frantically kicked out the screen,
ogniziag him in the starlight.
and now he does not know whether he under the full weight value, though the
"I've just come . frqm Mrs. Parker's,,, would rather
die of suffocation or loss to each coin is scarcely perceptible.
said the young man. "I expected to find mosquito bites. Another veracious state- -New ·Y01·k 1'imes.
you there."
, ment from below is that a young man
The Oily t:ocoa.
"Did you 1" said Patty, rather sur- went f:o-~;ork_ for the first time on his
There is a tree in :Mexico called the oily
prised.
homestead, pro_viding himself with a
"Patty, I-I don't know how to begin, g?od • san~fly netting bar •. The first cocoa. Its seed is almost entirely combut I should be proud it you would con~ mght he p1tclred·tent, hung his net and posed of a fatty sulJstaU:~e which has
A
sent to marry me," blundered
on· the- went to bed. For three days and nig~ts- sometimes been used in making·soap.
honest ~mg fellow.
..
he did not.stir.·" The mosqui~s ha~, so quantity of this seed was recently shipped
"Oh, I couldn't!" said Patty, thankful thickly . cover~ his net .on the outside to Europe, ~nd ~ Stuttgart baker bas
that
the
soft, purple
dusk
hid that it was ,irerf
ectly dark inside-he did successfully used the oil as a substitute
for l_ard in.,making bread and cake. The
the blushes on her cheek.
"Oh th k not know'-when dn.ylight came.- Indian
seeds contain twelve per cent. more actual
you very much; but I never c~ulda~o River ,CF1"a.)
Sun.
it."
~" ... ,-sfr·aw h_a_ts_s_h-ow-~•,.•h1-·c_h_w-ay-the
wind grease than ~·~di.nary pork lard, and call
be kept for months without spoiling.
\ "Are :rou quite sure, Patty1"
blows.
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Fea,ting has been known in all ages. It
was one or the most exciting times m Eng~ish history when Queen .l!:lizabeth visited
LOrd Leicester at Kenilworth Castle. The
~~~°u~\~~~~t~·:;~vcl~~vk~s ;~h~d~~:f1:°;i;
stopped, so that 1hJ hands might point to

~~i;~·i:r~~!saJ. i~f ~nsr!nfi~~~61:vf~-~t~~~~
VL of l:lcot!and. ·what sub~e~tdid he take/

~~~i ~~e ::t i1:i~
11

the North! Woe to the South! Vfoe to the
East! Woe to the West! Death at the ban.
quetl
1. I have also to learn from the subject
that the destruction
of the vicious and of
those who despise God will be very sudden.
The wave of mirth had dashed to the highest
point whon that
Assyrian army broke
through.
It was unexpected.
Suddenly. almost always, comes the doom of those who
despi,e God and defy the law~ of men. How
was it at the Deluge. Do yon suppose it came
through a Jong northwestern
storm, so that
people for days before were sure it was coming! No: I suppose the morning was bright;
that calmness brooded on the waters: that
beauty sat enthroned on the hills, when suddenly the heavens burst and the mountains
sank like anchors into the sea, that dashed
clear over the Andes and the Himalayas.
The Red Sea was divided. The Egyptians
t.ied to cross it. There could be no dan,er.
The Israelites had just gone tbroue:h: where
they had gone, why not the Egyptians!
Oh,
it was such a beautiful walking place! A
pavement of tinged shells a~d pearls, and on
either side a great wall of water, solid.
There can be no danger. Forward, great
host of the Egyptiaus!
Clap the cymbals
and blow the trumpets of victory I After
them! We will cat~h them yet and they shall
be destroyed.
But the walls of solidified
water begin to tremble. They rock. They
fall. '.!'he rushing waters!
The shriek of
drowning men I 'fhe swimming of the war
horses in va n for the shore! 'fhe strewing
of the great host on the bottom of the sea, or
pitched by the angry wave on the bea~h-a
nattered, bruised and loathsome wreck I Suddenly destruction came. One half hour before they could not have believed it.

ih~

0~
:a~:~~e&ii!:
•:o~~/7~~\~fe am~~
No: he preached of righteousness, to a man1
who was unrighteous; of temperancfl, to a
man who was the victim;of bad appetites; of
the judgment to come, to a man who was
unfit for it. So we must alwavs declare the
message that happen:; to come -to us. Daniel

Text: th"In that night was Belsha~1ar, the
fii~g of
e Chaldeans, slain."
Daniel v.,

AND CO;\!BINATION
GREAT VARIETY.

Vault Linings and Doorsfor Banks

h~rl~e~~~

n,;w~i~~-e~~d n;:s\:!g~~tt,
J!~~~!e7~rf'~~f
!1~i;.~gt~~
with floating islaucts and torches and the What did the minister preach about to this
thunder of cannon and fireworks that-set the man who wa, James 1. of .!!:ngland and
night ablaw, aud a great burst of music that
James Vl. of t:;cotJand/ lie took to,· his text,
Orn~rnental IIousE and I'LA.TESAFESoa<lc to
lifted the whole scene into perfect enchantJames i .. o: •·He that wavereth is like a
order as required.
1
mept. Theo she was introduced in a dining
wave of the sea driven with the wind and
hall,
the
luxuries
of
which
astonished
the
tossed."
Hugh .Latimer ollended the Kmg
SECOND-HAND
SAFES
world; 400 servants waited upon the guests; by a sermon he preached, and the King said:
ef all kinils taken in exchange.
For Salo ::t
the
en~rtaimnent
cost
$5,000
each
day.
''Hugh
Latimer,
come and apologize." .. I
very low prices.
Lord Leicester made that great supper in wiil," said Hugh Latimer. So the day was
Safes aucl Locks Repaired or Exchanged.
Kenilworth Castle.
~ppointed, and the King's chapel was
Jlew
Improved
High
Arm,
Cardinal Wolsey entertained the French
Cull or Lords and Dukes, and the
All work contracted for, furnished at tho
11hortest notice. and upon the most favorablo
New Mechamcal
Principles
ambassadors at Hampton Court. The best mighty men and women or the country, for
terms. Strictly according to contract.
cooks in all the land prepared for the ban- Hugh Latimer was to apologize. He be an
and
Rotary
M
ovemenfo,
AutoCorrespondence and personal interviews cor•
quet; purveyors went out and traveled all his sermon by saying: •· .tiugn Latimer, 6bediallyinvitecl.
matic, Direct and Perfect Ac- the kingdom over to find spoils for the table. think thee! 'lhou art in the preEence of thine
time came. The guests were kept during
earthly King, who can destroy thy body 1
'l:'HO~SON
&
CO-~
tion, Cylinder ShutiZe, Self set- The
the_day hu1,1ting!n the King's park, so that
But bethink thee, Hugh Latimer, tuat thou
273 and 276 State St. 1
ting l'i eedle, Posit me Feed, No their apl'.!etites might be keen; and then, in •u·t in the presence of the .King- of Heaven
the eveom,, to the sound of the trumpeters,
"uu ear,n, wno can aestroy t>o,n ooay ana
i', 0. Box 1193.
NEW «iAVEN, CONN.
Spring.;, Few Parts, Mimmum
they were introduced into a hall hung with soul in hell tire. Oh. .King, cursed be thy
Weight, No Friction, No Noise, silk and cloth of gold, and there were tables <:rime~!"
a-glitter with imperial plate and laden with
2. Another lesson that comes to us: There ha~:r:;oji~!~ s:~t!'elf1!>?h An~a~i~i.t~~~~n~
No Wear', No Fatigue, No the
rarest of meats and a-blush with the cost- is a great difference between the opening of the apostle.
'.!'he apostle says:
"Did you
"Tantrums,"
Capacity Unlim- liest of wines; and when the second course the banquet of sin and its dose. Young man, sellthelandforsomuch1"
Hesays:
"Yes."
of the feast came it was found that the arti- if you had looked in upon the banquet in the It was a lie. Dead!
As qukk as that!
ited, Always zn Order, Richly
cles of food had been fashioned into the first few hours, you would have wished Sapphira, his wife, comes in. "I lid you sell
,hape
of
men,
birds
and
beasts,
and
groups
yon
had
been
invited
there
and
could
sit
at
Ornamented, Jlickelptated, and
thelaniforsomuch1"
"Yes." Itwasalie,
danciug and jousting parties ridin~ against
the feast. ''Oh, the grandeur of Belshazzar'& and quick as that she was dead! God's judgGmes Perfect Satisfaction.
,a,.h other with lances. Lords and Princas
reast,·· you would have said;
but yon ments are upon those who despise and defy
A
11.nd
Ambassadors,
out
of
cups
filled
to
!Mk
in
at
the
close
of
the
banquet
Him. They come suddenly.
Send for Circulars.
the brim, drank the health, first of the and your blood curdles with horror.
The destro.ving angel went through Egypt.
King of England
and next to the 'l'he King of Terrors has there a ghastlier
Do you suppose that any of the• people knew
King
of
Fran<l'o.,
Cardinal
Wolsey
prebanquet;
human
blood
fa
the
wine
and
dying
/ AVERY
CO., pared that gre:it supper in Hampton Court. groans are the music. Sin has made itself a that he was coming? Did they hear ths Hap
of his great wings! No! No! Suddenly,
812 Broadway,
New York.
But my text takes, us to a more exciting
.l(ing in the earth. It has crowned itself. It unexpectedly, he came.
banquet.
Night was about to come down has spread a bauqnet. It invites all the
Skilled sportsmen do not like to shoot a
upon Babylon. The shadows of her 250 tow- world to come to it! It has hung in its ban- biz'<l.standing on a sprig near by. H they
ars began to lengthen. The Euphrates rolled qneting hall the spoils of all kinzdoma and are skilled, they pride them<elves on t:i.king
on, tosched by tlie fiery splendors of the set- the banners of all nations. It has strewn
it on the wing, and they wait till it starts.
Death is an old sportsman, and he loves _to
We r:1anufacture
Open and Top Bug~1~ft!zi~ta~~e~!~s a~1
fik~"lliJ~~~sa~1 from its wealth the tables and floors 8Jld take
men flying under the very sun. He
gies, con!\isting of the Si<le Spring, End
WHOWAS
loves to take them on the wing.
tlame. The hanging gardens of Babylon, wet ~~~t:~ u:~:d)ie;;h;r~f~:i;\~h!!ft~~!;
Spring, Brewster, Timken and Edward
Chiefof the U. S. Secret Service.
Are there any here who are unnrennred
with heavy clew, began to pour from starlit
and anon there is a handwriting on the wall.
Storm Spring.
flowers and dripping leaf a fragrance for A King falls. A great culprit is arrested.
ror 'tne eternal world/ Are there any here
man} miles around. The streets aud sg_nares The knees of wickedness imock together.
who have been living without Goel awl withAlso various styles of Two-Seated Car·
"'era lighted for dan~e and frolic and promGod's judgment, like an armed host, breaks out hope! Let me say to you tha~_you had betriages, Wagons, Cutters and Sleighs,
~i~1\he ~~:1\~~8;~~s r.~o~f,a!~Ji:~-i~c1~1;;/~f in upon the banquet, and that night is Bel- ter accept of the Lorcl Jesus Christ. lest sudyour last cbauce be gone. The lungs
the city to ra1e entertainments
Scene, of shi!Z:;~;iflth : ~~J/f:n!~e
sl~}n~n- denly
will cease to breathe, the heart will stop.
1
1
~i~!et~!;d
!~id~ifra~~ 0i;:
not see why they make such a fuss about the The time will come when you shall go no
more to the office, or to the store, or to the
~ess and splendid wickedness came to the i~~~k!';i~e
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shop. Nothing will Le left but clea>,h,and
King's palace to do their mightiest deeds of think better, feal better.
I cannot see why judgment, and et2rnity.
Ob, flee to God this
darlmes,.
A royal feast to-night at the psople have such a prejudice against it." A houri If ther~ be one iu this nresouce who
King's ralace!
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are chariots
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~ncl women dressed in all the snlendor of Ill an agony of body 8Jld soul he cries out:
Syrian emerald, and the color blending of "It biteth like a serpent and it stingeth like
Send for Catalogue and Prices bef01·e
1gate, and the chasteness of coral, and the
an adder."
How bright it was at the start!
buying.
mmbre glory of Tyrian purple, and princely
How black it was at the last!
1mbroideries brought from afar by camels
Here is a ma.n who begins to read French
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"1 games.
tcross the se1. Open wide the gates and let
will go out and see for myself whether all
SYRACUSE,
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the guests come in! The chamberlains and
these things are so." He opens the gate of a theFERGUSON,
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sinful life. He goes in. A sinful sprite meet.~
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him with her wand. She waves her w=d,
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A new House every 16days in the last 6 years. Ou· ~rystal, to fall in clattering rain of diamonds
bright as the morning; it closes daTk as the crossed t!::e 100 Luse hit line iu their order.
United States, Canada. Engla!Jd, France
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night.
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Points of snp<,riority over any other mnl:o
are: Patent Inside Bolt Work, Solid Welded
Ani:le Iron Frnmes, Extra '.!'hickWalls, Superior
Fire Proof Filling-. Locks aud Bolt Work Protec_ted with Hardened Steel, Extra IIea\'y :Material; hence are more Fire and Bur_;lar Prouf.
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who would have welcomed cleuth. But he
comes to the palace, and just at the time
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when the mirth
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is clashing to the tiptop
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Here is a young man just come f'rom colthrilling the souls of a thousand banqueters.
lege. He is kind. He is loving. He is enThe si:;nal is eiven, and the lords and ladies,
thusiastic.
He is elo1ueut. By one spring
the mighty men and women of the land,come
he may bound to heights towa,·cl which many
iround the table. Pour out the wine! Let
men have been struggling for years. A prO-:
foam and bubble kiss the rim! Hoist every
fession opens before him., He is e,tablished
tf O;h!i!~~\mine~~::.~!i
:;!!~~;~ra:~sh1~nd~1~!~,~~j~ie
headband and rarcauet of royal beauty
see him standing in the Americau Senate, or
gleam
moving a popular assemblage by his e'o•
11 to the uplifted chalices, as again and
0
c:~: f~~~;~b~h;r1a~~~ ~F~~;ie~yafd~
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llity to tatters! 1Pour out more wiue! Give him.
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tain, goblets clash, decanters ra.ttlc,. '.!'here going out to the great ocean. The banquet
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lliccnn,rh And the slaverino- ltn au:l. t'1e 0-•1/ffl.w
and mirth and elo7uen°e are b~ing e.xtind st 1
Prices rea.son•
or l<llotic laughter bursting from the lips _or gui-hed.
The garlands are snatched from
Ridin~ qualities unsurpassed. No jar to the feet, Durable au
Y~~\,tates
Princes, flushed, reel;ng, bloodshot; while the brow. The vi8ion is gone.
able.
Shipments singly or 'i>y cniload to Salld~art1,,.of ~•18t Ua~dedescriptive Catalogue. mingling with it all I hea:r: "Hnzza, huzza,
We saw the same thin; on a larger sea!.
Ilespons1ble Agent wanted In every town. en or ice
for great Belshazzar!"
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illustratei at the last war in th,s cou!1try.
Gorrespondence ea•• eStly solicited.
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that writmg. He comes in. B;e reads it: I but our tracle1·s must bring tbe·n from
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the Arctic!
·what fish but that ou,·
wanti~g."
Meanwhile th~ Assyrians, who nets must . sweep t_bem for the markets'
for two vears bad been laymg a siege to that i ·what mu81c but tt must smg. m 01,r
city, took advantage of that <'arousal, and . halls!
\Vhat elo1uence
but it must
came in. I hear the feet of the conquerors I speak in cur Senates! Ho! to. ~he nnt10naJ
on the palace stairs.
Mass:i.cre rushes m ban-1uet, reach mg from m'.l1m,a10 tom uuwith a thousand gleamin"' knives. Death t'.lin and from sea to sea!
T,, pre,,ar_d tha1
bursts upon the s~ene; and 1shut the door of banquet the sheepfolds and the av1ane.~ of
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look. 'l'bore isnothingtherebuttom
banucrs
orchards piled up on tn3 1able their ,we_te,1
and broken w1·,a_ths, and ihe slush of upset fruits. The pres,o, burot out with new wn e,.
tankards and th, blood of murdered women,
Te ~it at tuat table came the yt'omanry oJ
and the kicke land tumbled carcass of a dead New Hampshire, aud the lumbe~·men of
1O
For in that night was Belshazzar :ft~~~~is~l~~~at~, ~ ~~r~~!Tj:.~•~f\/;1~~~~~~~
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I. i learn from this that wheu God writes and the West~rn emigrant from the pinfs o;
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thu wonders that our race bas acco·1.nvlisbetl/ I supply train 1 '\\'hy tl,in,e ri\'er, o.·r tears,
"Oh, n?!" you say. '·tell me theme"u/;'ethat
i those la',es of hloo~! Gort w~s angry.
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Br.OWNING is playing brilliant ball with
the Louis\'illes sinc:e.he rejoined the team. In
two games he made seven hits with a total of
fifteen bases.
IN their drubbing of the Boston~ this vear
Philadelphias are wiping out old scores.
!!n~;~;~1\;t ~°ii,;;~~
r~-~~~ets~~;i_
seasons, wou
IT is on the cards t!::at after the endin"' of
the Southern League season the Atlauta ~lub
;~1,:i:i;S~t~~:'~n~~im~t;,~ea1f~i;~e1i1d~~~
0
club; iu th e country.
THOMASau 1 Alvord of the Brkl"'enorts
were fined :j;.,0 oach for rot'usin_:;·to 0 piay a~
e,hiLition gune on a re ·e,,t l:iunday. It is
said b?th men will seek to recover by law,as
there is no rule compel/mg .!!:astern Lea"ue
men to play Sunday.
0
HARDY RICBAllDSON, sho;·t stop of the
Detroits, made a noat clouole play and assistecl in making a triple iu .tsostun a few
days ago. He captured t:;uttou's liy, touched
Hoynuug, who was plityiug oil' second base
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cut Burdock while trying to steai

Grocer (to son)--"I
see that you don't
,rnow now to buy watermelons."
Son-"Why
so?''
Grocer--'·Bccame
all those you se,
lectcu have short stems."
Son-- "Does that make anv cli.fierence?"
Grocer--"Of
course it does.
'\Vhen
they have long stems, you can cut off
part of the stem every day and by that
meam ha.\·e fresh melons all the tim~."
-Arkun,aw
Trwtell?'.
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"THE
GIRL I LEFT BEHIND :ME."
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clubs.
R;ocHESTEr:bus an advantage in the luternat10ual League race by rea;ou Of closing
!~;;,:.ilsou at hom with sixteen
raight
0
st
THER:;;:are said to be more and better ama-

A l!fl!)l}Y Endiug.
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Bobby cnme rnto the 1JOUSC so, 11_ngan
told his mother that Tommy '\\ h1te had
kicked him.
''Well_, T~mmy, 1i'hite _is ,a _very _ba~
boy," said Lobby s mothci, 1:,iv_rnghim .L
large. piece of cul.~.
c. "You t,ltl.n t kick
him hack clitl you'!"
'·N ,, '·c lied Bobby betwcc·i ]Jiles
~. o, 1 I!
.
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y ·k S
'
7
"I kwketl l11m fir,t. --1,e1D
01 ,
un.
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THE HOUSEKEEPER.
Let pleasure spreaC: her flowery wings,
And lure to scenes of mirth,
A sweeter song the angel sings
That sits beside my hearth.
Her eyes to mine their peace impart,
Though shadows still may come;
There leans on mine one faithful heartThe light, the light of home!
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There is nothing that adds more fini,;h
and elegance to a room than appropriate
window draperies.
An ugly window curtain always detracts from the harmony that
should pervade it, while dark red curtains
or light airy looking ones almost furnish
a room and give it a finished
look. Of
course, they should correspond
in color
and tone with the carpet and furniture
covering.
Real Brussels and thread curtains are the most desirable for those who
can afford them, but there are many pretty, tasteful curtains to be had by exerting
a little taste and ingenuity.
Unbleached
muslin may be made up in many pretty
ways, and have a very pretty, creamy et:
feet.
Q.!lite elaborate ones are made of the
muslin pleated at each side of the cornice
or on rings, with a short piece falling in
the centre; the trimmings are of colored
flannels-three
bars across the bottom,
three just below the cornice, each one edged with coarse feather stitching in worsted
or silk. To make these, buy unbleached
muslin one yard and a quarter wide, and
twice the length required, so as to have
one piece for each side. Xavy blue, yellow, and cardinal flannels are the most effective, if you wish the trimmings variegated, and the appearance that of a Roman
scarf.
Cut them lengthwise,
so as to
avoid seams, making bars one-eighth
or
one-quarter yard in width, according to
taste. Baste them half a yard above the
hem, and a little distance between each
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two, and a half yard below the cornice put
three more strips.
Finish the edges with
feather or coral stitch in worsted.
Black,
yellow, cardinal, and dark green are the
prettiest colors.
In case lining is desired,
use canton flannel or unbleached
muslin.
\Vhen the side pieces are finished, take a
piece of the muslin. two yards long a nd
about half a yard in depth, and trim with
three narrow bands of the flannel.
This
must be pleated on to the cornice or pole
just before the curtains are hung.
Curtains quite as pretty, though less
striking in effect, may be made ma simpler ,my.
Cut unbleached
muslin the
length desired, and two pieces for each
window; then cut strips of the muslin five
or six inches wide and two and a half times
the length, and across the bottom of each
piece. Face the~e et>-i_ps about half an
inch deep on the right side of both edges
with crosswise strips of turkey red calico.
Box plait the trimming in half inch plaits,
and leave a space the same width between
the plaits.
Stitch this plaiting down the
front and across the bottom of the curtains.
Let the ·titching come about two inches
from the top of the flounce to form a pretty heading.
A pretty addition to these
curtains is a lambrequin,
one yard deep
and the width of the window, cut in two
deep half scallops on the sides, with a scallop not so deep in the center, made of turkey red, lined with buckram, and trimmed
with the white plaiting like that used on
the curtains.
These curtains look pretty
looped by bands of the red, lined with
buckram.
A graceful way to loop them is
to gather the curtains into the hand, beginning at the center of the bottom, and
g:tther them in large folds, and fasten them
at any required height by the bands.
A
pretty way to arrange Swiss curtains that
are trimmed with a fluted ruffle of the
same, is to let them cross each other almost all the way ;tcross the top, and loop
hack with immense bows of red satin ribbon; and half way down from the top put
a bunch of tissue paper poppies;, made

paint over the open space with gold paint ed a number of deserted farm houses that
or the beautiful metallic "lustre" paints.
prompted the question of why they are deBe careful to fill out all the points of the serted.
The reply was that the far:ns have
pattern.
Repeat the design at interrnls
been purchased by capitalists
who have
till within three-eighths
of a yard of the bought up the power of the Rumford Falls.
i:op. Turn that piece over and paint the It is said that among the Maine men interpattern on the other side. Turn the piece ested in the purchases in this section are
I
over and sew small brass rings on to hang II ugh J. Chisholm and Cha,. D. Brown of
it on to a brass rod. Finish both top and Portland.
An engineer from Proddcnce,
I
bottom with gold fringe, and make several R. I., has bct:n ,;urveyrng here and at the
rows of feather stitching
with gold floss big fall. for two ,caso.ns past. and. l:i.s fin.above the fringe.
ger mark, can be •een 111 huge hgures
Another pretty way of making cheap painted on the rocks at various place,.
curtains is to take unbleached muslin, and 1 The Rumford village 1~copl_ebclie_ve th:tt
with diamond dies make a spatter-work de- 1 the big boom for Rum to rd 1s on its way.
sign of ferns.
l\\'hy
shouldn"t it be_? l~ere i~ po\\·er
Lo,·ely ye,tibule curtains may be made enough to run the milb ot an 1mmen,e
by taking
white tarlatan
and cutting manufacturing
city. Herc is a region as
enough larger than the glass to admit of romantic as Xiagara or Bar Harbor. Here
an inch wide hem all around.
Cut from 1, ozone in the air and he'.llth in _mineral
largP:figured satin finished cretonne,flo\\"-1 springs.
Here are carnage
dn,·es by
ers, Iea,·es. and butterflies if po,sible.
mountain and by lake that cannot be sur;\Ial;e a thin starch paste, and paste them passed in this State of beautiful summer
on the tarlatan in sprays or wreaths. Turn resorts.
on the wrong side and press until dry \\"ith I In con,·ersation
with officials of the
a warm flat-iron. The light shines through
Rumford Falls & Buckfield railroad, your
them, and they ha,·e the effect of being correspondent
learned that
painted.
They will keep clean a long time.
THE ROAD HAS A CHARTER
- ::\Irs. C. S. Fox, in Gvod HousekcPj>iug. to run to Rumford Falls, and that it takes
pains to keep it renewed and is only waiting for satisfactory evidence of the openDELIGHTFliL
DIXFIELD.
ing of business at this stuptndous
water,\::-ID ,\LOXG TIIE s~,~~~~~ OF THE ,\XDR0-1
po,,·er. The falls are not more liable to
_·
•
the danger of freshets than they are at
A Section_ of ::\Iaine _of ~urpassing
Bemtt?° L_ewistoll or ~r:111swick. The banks are
-Rumtord
Falls m September-s\.sped
h1.«h and prec1p1tous.
of the Bio- Cataract-_\
Brief Outline of j "'
DIXFIELD
the Trip, from Lewiston to Rumford
.
Falls.
/ is all that 1s to be expected of a model
I ::\Iaine village. In reaching here, from
It is a delightful trip from Lewiston or, Rumford Falls, the drive looking across
Portland to the tip-top rock above the cat- the Swift river, the scene of Aunt Sally
aract of Rumford Falls. and yet it is safe Gammon's
cling for life in the famous
to s~_vthat even in this State, ~ot one ~er- pumpkin freshet years ago, and down the
son ma thousand has seen this watertall, east bank of the river through :\Iexico Corthat is, unquestionably,
the finest in Xew 1 ner. The drive is for much of the way,
England or east of Xiagara.
through forests ,,·here the trees arch overThe trip takes you from Lewiston at head.
\\'e attended church here at Dixabout I I o'clock and lands you at Rumford\ field. Sunday, and heard a young Harvard
Falls in ~~out_ four hou1:s, an~ it_ is_ to ~e stu~lent discus. s .. Individual
Re?onsibil'.doubted 11an} thmg app1 oachmg it 111 ptc- ty, ' abstractly and yet rather satrsfactontur~squeness is to be found elsewhere in ly, \Ve ha,·e bren domesticated
at the
:,lame.
Xational House, one of the best country
It combines a railroad trip o,·er the Rum- hotels in ::\Iaine. The day, pass calmly
ford Falls and Buckfield, through a section and quietly.
of the State noted for its loveliness. and a
This valle_v of the Androscoggin
is as
ride in mountain-,,·a.~ons
along a ri,·er- beautiful as n picture and Dixfield one of
road that winds close by the ri,·er for the Iovelie,t ,·illages of the valley.
Of a
miles. It is in the shadow of all the Ox- trip ,;uch as this it can only be said, that
for~ h ills, and it is cool and invigoratin~.
under ordinary conditlons
it is perfect in
1
dunng every moment.
I every way.
Your con-espondent made one of an exIn returning, the party takes the east
ploring party, that left Portland and Lew- side of the river through Gilbertville
to
iston Saturday
of last week, and went I Canton.-Lewi.ston
':fo11r11a!.
through to the Falls of Rumford.
In the
number ,n::re lawyers, busines,
men. editors and railroad capitalists
and the trip
partook of the nature of an exploring par- I
ty, in the guise of an excursion.
\\'e cros,-1
:Ila/be increased, the Digestive organs
ed the bridge at Canton at noon. after din-'
strengthenell, and the bowels regulateu,
ner, and, behind a four-in-hand.
dri,·e • hy taking Ayer's Pills. These Pills are
purely vegetable in their composition.
through the wooded ro:ids along the shores
They contain neither calomel nor any
of the river, through Canton and Peru to
other dangerous drug, and may be taken
Rumford Falls, arriving
there at three
with perfect safety by persons of all ages.
o'clock.
I was a great sufferer from Dyspepsia
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The Appetite

THE

L\LLS

OF RU'.\IFORD

have a descent of 162 feet in less than a
mile. The upper fall is a sheer tumble of
So feet. The water rushes down \\"ith the
speed of a sluice-way, and then falls off the
face of the cliff So feet to the rapids below.
It is no side-show of a fall. It is indescribably wonderful and grand.
Fringing it in\
a semi-circle is a spray of smaller falls,:
winding down through creYices and tumbling white on the rocks belO\L
The
gorge is narrow and steep.
It is walled-in
by brown, iron-stained
cliffs. Some day
the fall was evidently fifty rods farther 1
down the river and has eaten its way back
to its present place. A sluice-way leads
\\·ater around the fall to run a tumble-do,vn
saw-mill on the we ·tern cliH of the semicircle, and the fall from the saw-mill i,one of the minor show-pieces.
Above the'
1
upper fall, the river-bed and banks, at th·s
season of low water are grand in their ugline".
It reminds one of pictures of ,\ Ipine rivers.
!luge rocks jut up fifty feet
into the air out of the bed of the ri\'er, and
on the summit of these a log or t,,·o is I

I

!~~ ~~n~~t;~~~f1·y

;J[~t1dn,~ittf1g~~J:
ache and Dizziness.
I consulted our
family doctor, who prescribed for me, at
Yarious times, without affording more
than temporary relief. I finally commence,l takmg Ayer's Pills. In a short
time my digestion anu appetite

4 percent. 1 percent.

:LIFELOANS.:
On

any

kind of security
and
promissory
notes.

U. S.

Government
Foreign

*Trains

Reliable
everywhere.

stop only on sig:nal.

STAGE CO:'\,ECTIO:'\S.
AT ,YEST :\IIXOT.-D:tilv,with
mail tr:1in,for Ile
bron Academy, 3 i-z miles:

ff~;~,!,~~r:~::{:H(~:I:~:£}:~.,:/i1~:·'.

At'!dress

0

d
ti,

Bonds

42

/~'.'iilllJk~

Large

for full particulars,
FOSTER,

Banker,

Broadway,

Xew

York.

11
f:.¾1i!?i2~ij;t~;i;1;t~~t~:i:~.i~
..

t~

.AT Gn.BERTVILLE.-Daily,
with mail train,
Canton Point I I·f milt~,
L. L. LIXCOLX,
St·n.

for

medicine I ever found that helped mo at all is
ATHLOPHORO~,
and I ha,·c not had the Rheurua,.
tii:-m i:-inc~ I took it. "-EDWl:i
SEA.Bs1 Province.
town, ~lass.

Remember
the best

place

5c Print&

to get your

A professor in a medical college once said to his
class .. put your band in a. , ice, turn the screw
until the pain is all you can bear, and that's rheu•
matism; turn the screw once more, and that's
neuralgia-and
gentlemen, the medical profession
knows no cure for either." That was before the

is

At the BrickStore,
you

where

will

find

a large

stock

ir ATHLOPHOROS
;~~ti
0

0

~:'db~ii!
rheumatism and neuralgia, and many phyHicians
use It regulorly-frankly
admitting that theycau
prescribe nothing else so effective.
talany pcrEons have t:-icd so many so.called remedies, without benefit. that they have no faith to
try more, but It is worth your while to try Athlophoros,
if you have ani• doubts as to its value
write for nan1es of parties in your OV.-"Il
State who
ha ye been cured by its use.
Ask your dru?gist for Athlophoros.
If yon
cannot get it of him we will send it express paid on
receipt of regular pr'!Ce-Sl .00 per bottle. We
prefer that you buy it from your druggist, but if
he hasn't it do not be persuaded to try something
else, but order at once from us as directed,
~;
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DRY
&FANCY
GOODS.
Bio- drive on Gent's
Canvas B. 13.
Boot~ at 8 1 cts.
Boy~• ditto, 75 cts.
Gent's
Serge
Prince
Albert,
85 ,cts.
Gent's Dress
Lace
Button
and Congress, $1.75, $-2.00 and $2.50.
L·1rge
stock
of those
warranted
Kids

at $. 2 , and .many

Also

the
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CANTON,

JQ;wcs ~ ca~!J

LIVl\lRMORE

Patent
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Goods at Honest Prices.

Dry Goods, Groceries,

You can hardly keep house
without
it.
You will -always find a full line,
and sold at Rock 8ottom,
at the

-~\ .· 1!:r, ~)t

~~

Honest

would announce to tht citizensofBrittun's
• ;\lills and vic111ity that they have in stock
a full line of

30 cent Jlolasses.

~~

ATHLOPHOROS
CO.,112WALL
ST., NE\lfYORK.

◊. ther g1.·,Hles.

ME.

and Fancy

Medicines

Goods, Cheap for

Cash.

Country Produce taken in exchange for
rroods at market prices.
One price to all
\perso~s,
under the ~ame circumstances.
Please call and ask prices.
3-38

WATED
!
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~Uiss.'.ll.~.Richa1~dson
has returned to Canton for a few months,
where she will fill orders for

A compctant

man fo1· Oxford Count~·, to canv:1~:--

CRAYON
PORTRAITS.

and tak~ orders for 110\YE'S
P.\TE;-.;T
ADJUSTABLE SLTDIXG ~\T\DOW
SCREE:-.IS.

Any kind of pictures copied ar,y size, in
her usual conscientious
and artistic manner.

·Be!--t selling- goods e\'l~r offered to agent:-..
Terms
and Outfit free. Address
6tf
ORR!X P. HOWE & CO., r\u~11sta,::'Ile.

LOANS

BY USING
:~~: w~~:s d~~ti;i~e~yrdn~,/~~!isa~J~~
pletely cured. My digestive organs are
now in good order, and I am in perfect
lleal th ' -P. Lockwood, Topeka, Kans.
Ayer's Pills haYe benefited mewonderfnlly. For months I suffered from Indigestion and Headache, was restless at
1
i;:;gr;;t~1~ 1f~ie~a~;k\ ~t~;~o~~
of Ayer's Pills, all these troubles disappeared, my food digested well, and
H~m~!~~v;;~k;zi~~~~'.'J~:11enry
C.
I was cured of the Piles by the use of

~~!i~;

tltt~~

Ayer s pi 11s

I

A

flower, or a star. Draw the outline neatly
on a piece of card board, then cut out carefully with a sharp penknife.
:--low there
arc two ways of managing.
One way is
to use the perfectly cut opening
in the
cardboard that remains after the desio-n
is
0

Bonds.
Redemption

correspondents
wanted
::..iberal
inducements.

G. \V.

CA

I\( TON

HQ USE,

CANTON,

Where al orders should be left, and his
whereabouts ascertained.
3-9

ME.

Nortb

N. L. J!fE.lf.NTJS, Prop'r.
c
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House,
PROP'R,

Nu.

Ample
room
modatio11s.

JIJ!CEHE/t;;&~

Turner,

Maine.

and first-class

acc0m-

the "Old DcCostcr Carriage Shop," isprepar-

c,I to clo all kinds of

BU'KNl!'LL'S

sits on the high bank, at the west, facing Bl
St
Canton.
a towering hill that is one of the long
Ue
ore,
range that shuts in the valley of the An- ----t
droscoggin.
It is the only sign of life in 1
3Il
C
•
1
the immediate vicinity of the falls, except:
A family of 6 or S to board through the
111
the huge jam of loo-s
that overtops the sea,on,
a count!·y farm house.
None
0
.
.
'
.
.
need apply but quiet people.
Address
cut ou~ as a stencil, lay 1_ton the cloth, i crest of t~e. ?1~ fall. Half a mile below,
l\fas. BE::-IJ. SMITH,
and. with a fine camel's ha1r or sable brush, towards Sw1tt nver. we: subs~quently pass4-26
Box 10 0, Laconia, N. II.

Turner
KEENE,

:o~~~;

--84

A\

1

ELIAS

1'll1'nery
& FancyGoods
Carr1'a[o
Ropa1·r1'n[
and
Saw
F1'l1'n[.
Attprney
lJ lJ

t'.

goo<l

sold on monthly
pa) ments.
premiums
for small investors.

IMPROVED
~y bowels were regulated, and, by the
time I fimshed two boxes of these Pills
my tendency to headacaes had disappeareu, and I became strong and \\·ell. Darius M. Logan, \Vilmington, Del.
I was troubled, for over a year. with
Loss of Appetite, and General Debility.
I commencPcl takrng Ayer's Pills, and,
before finishing half a box of tliis medicine, my appetite and ~trength were restored. - U. O. Clark, Danbury, Conn.
Ayer's Pills are the best medicine
known to me for regulating the bowels,
and [or all disea$es caused by a <I1sordered
Stomaeh anil Lh·cr. I suffered for over
three years wtth Heada<"hc, Jnctig<•stion,
and Constipation.
I h:ul no appetite, and
was weak and nerYous most of the time.

usually balanced.
Trees grow spa'.·sely I
along the shores for the banks are ironstained boulders.
The land,cape
abo,·e,
as one stands on the highest cliff above I
the upper fall, is shut in hy a bend of the
river and affords onJ~, the picture of a nar-!
ro\\· gorge, do\\·n which a nvcr flows, an_gry and foaming, and plunges past to the I
~!l~iu1~f;J~di;, 0bl}r~i~:v:i~lr:i~
So foot leap and then broadens a\\·a_v into
creased vigor, and restoi-e<l my health. a ,till current.
A quarter of a mile below,
John Lazarus, St. John, N. B.
*
there is a second fall of perhaps thirty feet,
J
that is as attractive in its beauty as the up- 1
,
as im isible as possible.
In_ the fir~t pl,1ce, per fall is i~ its ugliness_- Afar off, a1e
:~~xi;,r;'~:tn~:;·g~l~~-~:~rie:i:;:/'i:wi:~~::::
measure the \I 1nclow, allo,, 111g a little ful-, blue mountain, on e\'ery side.
_____
•
ncss, and allow three-eighths
of a yard exEve,ybod_, \\ ho sees Rumford Falls,asks
",'
Ira 111 the length to tu, 11 over for a head- 1f the power has never been utilized. The J.VJ.
111g J'<ext stretch 1t tightly and smooth- only use to \Vh1ch it has eve, been put. so
Iv on a table, and fasten with small tacks. I far as ,,e could learn, 1s to run the saw I
--AT-Select some simple design which will look mill and the grist mill. The place is still I1
II
,,·di in outline, such as a daisy or sun- in the midst of the woods. A farm house
■ U■
IU
!I;.
,

much larger than they ever grow.
The
light shining through the red paper has a
pretty effect.
Cu1·tains made of alternate strips of turkey red and cheese cloth are pretty trimmed with antique lace. Beautiful cnrtains
can be made of the best cheese cloth by
stenciling them, or, if economy is not a
consideration,
a soft nun's veiling, partly
silk, is still better.
If the matel"ial is wide
enough to be in one piC'ce, it is bctt~r than
to have a seam, hut if not, make the seam

LOANS.

Rmnf
oraFalls
&Buckfield
R.R.I

6tf

1000

--------

feet

1·2

JOHNP.SWASEr,

cl: Counsellor
l,anton,

inch Ras~ Rmtr<ls wanted

--------

Stand for Sale.

ac·r~\~\1:,~t,:~,~ t~~;~•~c;";_r;•i!~~~f~~r7
~;i1;•/\vi~,n;
1
rooms finished below; water at sink. For terms and
partic ~t'"s apply a~Ctt;i:l.1°:'..ri5itcanton, Me.
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~u-ried in '.ts collapse. The life of a party
THE MAINE STATE FAIR.
ot, ucture is not the material of which it is
formed, either of candidate or voters, but
Preparations for the State Fair at Lew-:
( ·) :-of th e li,·ing principle im·oh-ed in its isiston, Sept. 14-17, are going rapidly forPl'ilLISJI.ED
TIIFRSDAYS
A'I
sue, which prnmpts and directs that mateward and everything indicates perhaps a
rial. It is admis8ible that there are aclarger and more successful exhibition than
CANTON, OXFORD
COUNTY, ME.
But that is no renson why you should not buy
q_uirements unde1· the auspices of the parfo~ ,previous years.
[
ties that mu,t be maintained,
hut do we
1 o accommodate
the c:<hibitors the
not know that the mi,sion of parties does
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
Trustees have found it necessary to erect I ~~~) ~\
not lie in that direction?
,ve are told that
an.other large two-storied hall on the Park
~-;;rl
l;
the republican party mi,sion will not Le which will he clcvotecl to poultry, bees'. '®-\1, -M
One copy, one year. - $r .50.
w.R' '1i
finished until the manufacturing and com- etc., while the main hall "·ill be entireh·
If paid one year in advance,
$1.25.
mercial interests of our country are firmly
re~cned for articles of a character appr;At
E.
F • GOULD
Same r:ttes for 3 or 6 months.
established on a lasting basis; until every pnate to an agricultural exhibition.
Parvote may be conscientiously
and freely ties wanting hall space should apply early
~No
paper discontinued
until all arc~st,_ and honestly counted, everywher~ to the Supt., Geo. E. Brackett, of Belfast,
The Royal B Atlnntie, Modern A ti antic, ancl Mikado
;·~~r;,~~~i:;~~taicl, except at the option of
w1th111our wide domain.
This is true; who will be at Lewiston on and after Sept.
rang·es,
the Populal' Cook 8tove, and the Dining Room Com. Pap~n; prc:mrt ly clisc0ntinuecl at expira- hut what arc the means to such an end? 6, to receive entries and assign space. Send
For parlor wood stove:,; we have the Sunshine and
t10r. of the tune paid for when so ordered•
The answer we hear is ·'Protective Tariff in articles for II all on or before ~Ionclay, panion.
otherwise they will be continued.
' and loyalty to the law."
also modern makes of Coal StovPs.
Ring the bell! Sept. 13. About 50,(X)() feet of space is al- Radiant;
th is i~ decided Ii· chestnutt1·.
If. we ..h,ne ready prepared for exhibits, and besides the
ADVERTISING
RATES.
not al read;' got :he,e wl_";t i~~I-;°;t im- regular entries all the best shown at the
pedes. ,., hat e\'ll tlung 1n bur social fab- Xcw England Fair last week will be aclclecl.
Space,
t w 2 w 3 ''-' r m 2 111 3 m 6 m I y
ric 11·ith which eve1·y branch of business.
I-~ inch,
The plan of putting the entire exhibit on
I
"
incluf;trial. commercial and mercantile is the Park. at one admission foe, gives very
~! J I
2 inches,
00
2
J
I 5 l 5011
75 l 2 25 2 75 I 5 00 Is00 arrayed, that pre,·ents the consummation
Tlw Yankee Plow-the
best in Oxford County, 8hovels,
~
"
general
satisfaction, and if the weather is
I 15 I 10 l 75 200
,)00
•1-00 600
$12
<f
of our ideal in our political achievements?
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Spndes, Hoes. :\fnnure Forkt-:, etc.
pleasant the cro\\'d will be simply immense.
r-4 col.
l ,)0
I jO :l 10 2 (X) .{ i5 5 00
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1-2"
50
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5
i
I$ .?O Gentleman. fellow-,·oters, brothers and SeYeral parties are erecting fine perma2 oo 1.ioo I -1oo 5 oo y oo $ 13 $ 25 , 50
sisters: it is the e,·il side of the temper- nent buildings on the Park for special exAlso Gl:.tss Ware, Fruit ,Jars. Flower Pots, Hanging
ance que,tion-social
drinking of intoxi- hibits; the track is in the very best condicating liquor!
It is that respectabilit1· in tion and will be kept so; the pomological
L:1.rnp--.Pnrnp::,, Sink,-,, Lead Pipe, Paints aud Oils. Carpenter's
buying, >,elling and drinking 0f alcoh.olic department has been enlarged;
the stock :--i11ppli1.•,.;.'L'able and .Pocket ( 'utlery.
Tin and Sheet Iron
liquor, dnivecl from the sanction of the premiums are large and well arranged; the
wui k done to order.
Price::, to ::,uit the times.
law!
trotting purses aggregate largely and "·ill
--The saloon must go" as a legal institu- allow th rce race,; a clay; there will be a vation and in the trne spirit of that law. Do '.iety of specialties and novelties n~t before I
I hea;- some one say that the saloon is not mtroclnced, and best of all, nothmg has
an cntit_v in the legal or social aftairs of been advertised and promised but what
NEWSPAPERDECISIONS,
the '·Dirigo"
State? Allow me to ask, ,l'ill be presented and carried out.
what are you doing with nearly 1000 retail
\Vith good weather the 25th annual Fair
liquor dealers' licenses? \Vhat do our will bring out the largest attendance and
wholes,ile liquor dealers mean "·hen they, the fullest exhibition in all departments
,dth 1nyr:-terious air, offer the as~unu1ce e,·er known in ;\Iaine.
that their peculiar mode of shipment of
liquor is quite safe, as it is perfectly honf'. IT. Lnras wishes to inform the public that he is prepared
to fttrnislt
COPPER COLORED BLUE LAWS.
:111,·thiiw in J1is li11Pat, Bo~to11 prie;es, as he excha11ges ,goods 1uanufactnrecl
by
orable; for commerce between the States
!Jii°u,-Plf"'for
goods
i11
the
\Vatch
a_nd
,Jewelry
line.
~vhicb
enahles
1,im
to g-iYP
is a national question?
The nation liThe Governor of l\faine went to ,·isit the bvtter pricl'~ thau ,•ver. .J11st co11s1der some of onr pnces.
censes these parties to sell, and it's as Governor of the Pa5'arnaquoc!dy
Indians
honornble for then, to sell to such parties not long ago and a big council was held
We will SPII Wm. El!Pr_r lljel\'elled
key winding Watches, 3-011ncc silrnr casl'.
in l.\Iaine as in i\Ia,sachusetts.
Is it not on the St. Croix resen-ation.
Broadl\'ay i jewelled in ~ih·er case, for $8.00-nickel
case $6.50. ~ o.
The coun- for $12.00.
i
1::10-in.7 jc·wPlR, i11 11ickel case for $6.50, in silver case $8.00.
No. 13 Elgin. iu :~so?
cillors started first to the chapel, "·here
ou1,;e ~ilYcr case for $12.00.
Hoekfonl, H,1111pdcn, a11d Illinois Watch Co.'s at
So far as the supreme law of the land is the Re,·ised Statutes, whieh are the sole propmtiou,itP!y
low price,.
Knights of Labor Pins fro111 il5 cents to $:l.00.
\\' ('
im·oh·ecl the saloon is an institution
any basis of go,·ernment of the Passamaquoclalso han• :1 line line of K11ives. Forks a1Hl ::,poems at the following prices:
where in the common domain.
Thus the dies, are posted.
They have been appro,·KXIYES-Hogers·
BPRt. $-.LOO;:3d. $:LiO. :::\heffielrl. 82.00; Standard
Silnr
watchworcl is as consistent in Maine as in eel by Bishop IIeal_, of Portland,
and are Plate ('o .. $2.iiO.
FO!U,:::\-RogPrs·
A 1. $(3.00; \rall:1ce Brother;;·, $1.00; Standard
Silver Plato
;\Ia,sachusetts.
So keep it up; "The sa- as fol!o 11·s:
Co .. 3.iiO.
OURBOSTON
LETTER.
loon must go," and if you are asked to de1.
Ko "·hite man shall be allo11·ecl to
SPOONS-TC'a.
$3.00 per llOZPII; Desert, Sl.00 per pair; Table. $1.15 per pair.
fine the saloon do so by replying, th,, sa- !i,·e in the dllage, or to st:i.y there after
l\la,onk.
Orhl FPllow. and all otli,•r P11tl>le111s
at low price, for cash.
\\'e hav,Bos-rox, Sept I, 1886.
loon is "·here a drop of alcohol is that it is sunset.
,1 foll line of Chains, Clian11,. Har pins. !'ins and Drops, eithl'l" in plate, crape, jet,
The annual higera of return from recre- not absolutely nece,sary that it should b.:
~- ,\n_r man that brings rum into the ~t.v11Por solid g-nlcl.
An.nhing ".,. do 110t han• i11,rock we can furuiRh at short notice.
ati,·e sojourn in the mountains and meads there.
village must be arrested, and unkss he de0
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and along the shore, takes place during
the present "·eek.
School commences the
sixth inst., and at this \\Ti ting there are at
least 30,(X)() scholars "·ithout the city limits, faF and near, who are to be safely, I
hope, transported within its borders.
On
Friday and Saturday of this week will be
witnessed long trains of cars and spacious
decks filled to repletion
with fathers,
mothers, sons and daughters. all thor·»Jc;"hly self-possessed, yd as desirous of gettin.;
home as they were elated at going away.
The boys, the girls, with cheeks of rose
and tan: strong in muscle, and nen·e, and
brain, that has been gathered from a large
variety of vacation blessings, in gladsome
returning to the shrine of home and school.
Cpon inquiry I learn that a much larger
proportion of my neighbors ha,·e indulged
in extended Yacations than usual.
The
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grocer, baker and laundryman,
are cognizant of this fact also. Cheap, well sen-ed and serving means of transportation,
the lighter demands of business consequent
upon depression
in many branches, and
the well-nigh uniYersal thrift and prosperity of our people. is the source and channel
from and through which this luxury flows.
Political matters are of peculiar interest
in the Bay State.
Pa1·tv men are at something of; loss as to ho,~ a healthy interest
may be awakened in order that polling resuits ma_v be assul'ing.
It is quietly reported that there is a marked dissension
in the Republican
ranks, but the bone of
contention
is not a matter of principle,
pure and simple; it is "canclidatorial
preference."
I realize that two shades of
principle are invoh·ecl but neither faction
dare make a public committal of issue, but
we hope that at our State convention
which occu1·s on the ~9th inst .. some "Gen.
Ball" will come to the rescue ifhe is needeel. We have a score and more of them
quietly at work, fitting for mother nccessity's demand.
The inscription
is on the wall of the
Repub. Temple, and if I am able to interpret it it is "Abandon the old building before it falls on your head;" but with a heroic calmness that becomes us we shall yet
anxiously
await the annual
renovation
which occurs on the 29th inst. If then we
are not permitted
to inscribe upon our
"Political
Banner,"
viz :-"The
Saloon
must go," ,·e shall accept our banner at
the hands ( f the happy contingent
and
gain our vie ory in defeat, if need be. Yet
no one love· the old party structure for
what it has een, and for its achievements,
better than : do. But the temple of co11scientious c, m·iction in my own heart, I
cannot destr y, for that you know is the
"unpardonal
le sin."
V,'e cannn, t sacrifice known duty at the
polls, or in
olitical life, by cli~ging to
I
the crumbling walls of party until we are

\\'here do the two great parties stand on
this issue? Does it matter that one m,n
form ir,ore of the edl side of this questio~
than the other, when both are alike subsefficnt to it? These are minor matters
that we maJ' takt! up after the battle is
fought, when we are seeking something
commendable to sa_vof those who flinched
at the critical point.
,vL,lt do we hear from the spokesmen
of the parties?
Mr. Frye ,:heered our
hearts in saying, ' temperance is a leading
question, and I belie,·e in it." ~Ir. Dingley says as much, and does more. But
"·hat does the man say who is the recognizecl leader of the Republican
party, and
so far as sagacit_,, and ability in consernltive statesmanship
is concerned, is to-day
a great man? But this is not the true element of his, or the party's
g1·eatncss.
""hat we have achieYecl of good will be
consen·ecl along party lines as broad as
our people; but for formati,·e and initiati Ye progress we have to depend upon men
of high culth·ation, who take the lead, being led by their conscientious
sense of
right.
The present leaders of the RepubIican party ha,·e been such men: the question is, are the_v such men to-day?
Do
vou hear them say on the stump: "Tem;)erance i•s the lea.cling political issue! Prohibition must be promulgated, both in our
private anll public utterances and practices ! The sale of liquor for potati,·e purposes must be clelegalizecl !'' or do we hear
them expounding our lack of appreciation
for "·hat "·e ban~ already obtained?
Gentlcmen, we thank you for the benefits of
protection; we thank you for your labor
in emancipation;
for your remarkable financial acumen; for your labors in reconstrnction: for all this for us and our country that YOU h,we done we thank you!
Ti,ese ar~ secure.
Now we solicit of you
that you lay one side all personal desire
for office and give us your committal to
·'Xational Prohibition."
The next Presidential election is loudly
calling for an issue for the successful candidate.
The issue is here. and we are sad
to see it so far in advance of men "·e should
delight to honor.
HRIEFLETs.

Sept. 22nd is the date of the great parade.
Gamblers do not speak well of Boston.
Ilome rule still agitates Parliament.
Prince Alexander mav make a kcturin« 0
tour of the K. E. circuit.
The sea serpent has checked his baggage
for Troy.
The e:,rthquake was indeed serious.
SHOMER.

clare, from whom he bought the liquor,
he must be denounced to emigrate.
. ::\'o "·oman who is separated from
3
her husband shall be admitted to the sacrament, or to any place in the church, exk
cept the-porch
in summer and the;,ac
seat in winter, unless by the conse"t of

.Fi·11e Tf'atch Rej>airi11,:.:-iu all its branc!tcs. also Sewing JJfachzne and
11.lodels built at short notice, and all kinds small illachiue
11urk done in a workmanlike
manuer.

Charles H. Lucas,
Opposite the Depct.

Canton, Me.

I

the bishop.
JJ!!!!!'MARVELOUS
PR.ICES.
~
_ An,. "·oman "·ho admits men into'
4
her house 1,_,.night ,hall be trea~ed as a
criminal ,rnd deli,·ered to the court,.
Complete Novels and Other Works, by Famous Authors, Almost Given Away!
.5. Any woman ,\'110 i, disobedient to
The following b0l)k:-:are puhli~hcd in neat pa:nphlet form, many of them hand8omely
lllufltruted,
autl all are printed
0
1
n-:t~ft?ig!t
~f~1n~~~~~~1i~~~Ll~~,!'rh~· heTo~c;h~~~u~l 11t~e~ ;::;::;: i:~~~~:~~~~~ ;~~!h:~:s~~i:s
c;~u~~a;~!~i1t-~
he,· husband, an)· cornmon scold or drunk-,
each. F.ach book is complete in itselr.
ard, shall not be permitted to enter the
1. The Widow
Redott
Pnpcr11. This is the book
16. At the l\rorld'8
.llerey.
A No,·et.
By Florence
over whi,;h your grandmother;. l:i.ughed till they cried, and Warden. author or" The House on the Marsh,'' et.c.
church except by permission of the priest.
it is jun as runny to-day a.:i e\·er.
11. lllidred
Trevanlo11.
A Xo,·el. By" The Duch•
2. Fancy
Work
for Home Adornment,
an en~ ess." author or"Molly Bawu."' etc.
6. Any man OJ: woman who dies drunk
18. Unrk
Days. A :Sovel. by Hugh Conway, author
ot ·• Called Raclr.."'
;:~~
shall not receive a Christian burial.
8:fb:~l{{~~~I{f~1:~~!ors~~~:li~:i1~~?:t~~::c~
19. The My8tery
of the Holly Tree.
A Novel,
fu:iely and elegaut!y illu!'ltraterl.
3. Grlmm'8
},ulry Storle8 for the Youns.
The
7. The to\\·n hall shall not be used unB~t~· Far~
6nesl. collection or rairy storie~ ever published. The child•
ren will be deli~btcd with them.
21. The Gruy Woman.
A :Sovel. By Mrs. GAakell,
less by the permission
of the Governor
4, The Lady ot the Lake.
By Slr Walter Scott.. autbor or '')lary Barton," etc.
r• The Lady of the Lake" is a roman~o in Yerse, and of all
22. The 1'"rozen Deep.
A Xovel. By "~llkie Collins,
and council established by the bishop.
the works or Scott none is more beauuful than this,
author or" The Woman in W"hite," etc.
5. Man.ual ofEtlQ.uette
ror Ladies and GenUemen, a
23. Red
Oourt
Farm.
A Novel. By llrs. Henry
8. The
Go,·ernor
and deacons are
guide to politeness and good breeding, giving the nles of Wood. author or" Rast Lynne," etc.
1
24., In Cupid's Net. .A Novel. BytbeAutborof"Dora
charged w:th the execution of the statutes.
m;~e'J?be~i&:!~J~r~
L!::~:s.Wrlter
for Ladtea and Thorne:·
Gentlemen,
a
complete
guide
to
correspondence,
giTing
25.
Bock
to
the
Old
Home.
A Novel. By Mary Cecil
______
_
Bay, author or" Hidden Perils,'· etc.
plain directions ror the composition or letteu ot enr7
kind, with innumerable rorm• and examples.
25. ..John Bowerbnnk'"'
Wife.
A Novel. By Mis ■
The disco,•ery 8 nc1 subsequent killing of
T. Winter Evcninar Ueercatlons,
a largo collection Mulock. author or ••John Halifax Gentleman,•· eto.
of Acting Charades, T;ibleaux, Game!l, Puzzles, etc .• ror
27, Lady Gwendoline'•
Dream.
A Novel. Bytbt
a wild man in the neighborhood
of Flint
■ ocia.l gatherings,
private theatrical,, and enning1 at antbor or •· Dora Thorne,'· eic.
28. Ja ■pflr Dane'■ Secret.
A Novel. By Miss lt. E.
home, Illustrated.
Hills, Kan., has supplied a fearful explanaBraddon, author or "Aurora Floyd," etc.
8. Dlaloaue11, Recltatlon1
D!!d Rendina~
a large
29. Leoline.
A NoTel, By Mary Cecil Hay, author ol
and choice collection ror school exh1bitfonil a_nd public and
tion for a number of mysterious
murders
"Brenda Yorke," etc.
private entertainments.
30. Gabriel',
Marrlaare.
A Novel. By Wilkie Collini,
9. Parlor
Mazie and Ohemlcnl
.Experiment.,
Name," etc.
and disappearances
"·hich ha"e occurred
a book which tells bow to perform hundreds or amusing authoror"No
tricks in maglo and instructive experiment.a with simple
Sl. DaTld Hunt.
A. Novel. By Mrs. Ann S. Stephens,
agent.ii,
author or" Fashion and Famine," etc.
in that vicinity ,dthin the last three years.
S2. Heapinar
the Whirlwind,
A Noni. By Mary
10. The Rome Cook Book and Family Physl ..
clan, containing hundreds of excellent cooking recipe• Cecil Hay, author or" Old Middleton's :Money:· etc.
The Ji,t of tragedies began in July, 1883.
and hints to housekecpeu, abo telling how to cure &\l com•
33. Dudley
Cnrleon.
A Novel. By Miss M. .E.Brad•
mon ailments by simple home remedies.
don. author or" Lady Audlcy's Secret,'' etc.
with the loss of a little girl named Katie
3,. E.-81CR;
Oil THE llYSTRBY
OP THE ffR.tDLASDS.
A
U. Mannen
and Cu~tomt In Far Away La11.d1t
1
NoTel. By F.tta.W. Pierce.author ot"The Birth lfark." etc.
Fenwick. "·ho strayed into the woods one
:n;eri~~n=~ft~;
i:~rt~~t~=n~~~~a0:d ~~~~%~e;irti:;
35. A Golden
Dawn.
A Novel. By the author ot
"Dora Thorne.'· etc.
people or foreign countries; illustrated.
clay and never returned.
Oscar Beach and
12, Sixteen Complete
Stories by Popular Authors,
36. Valerie's
Fote .. A Novel. By llrs. Alexander,
embra.cing love, humorous and detective stories, stories of author or ·'TheWooingO't,"etc.
El;ner Johnson, two bo_vs, went hunti!lg. 1
37. !lister H:o•e. A NoTel. By Wilkie Collins, author
or "The WomaninWhite,"etc.
:e1i;:~tr:,~ra::::::~;:a~::~~:ne;;:~,v:r;a::~
and were not seen aftenrnrd.
George Rit38. An ue.
A Novel. By l:lrs. Henry Wood, author ot
eollection or tbe runny stories, sk.etches,anecdotee, poems, "F.ast I.vnne,"
\
ters, a mail carrier, was spirited ,nrny,and
and jokes that ha\·e been written ror some years; tnus'ted.
39. Ttie l,aurel
Bueh.
A Noi-el. By Miss MulOCt,
14. U11ef11l Knowled1re
for the Million,
n bandy author or ••John Halifax, Gentleman," etc.
boolc
or
useful
in
formntion
ror
all,
upon
many
and
variou5
,o. Amo• Horten. A Novel. By George Eliot, a.uthor
a wagon• "'ith the skeletons of two hones
aubject.s:i1lu,(trated.
ot •·Adam Bede," 11 The Mill on the 1'~101111," etc.
15. Onlled Bnck. A No,·el, by Hugh Conway, author
was found in the forest, ,yith signs that
of"DarkOays,''etc.
murder had been done. although
no hu0
2P
!io~eo40orf
?g\;i:;le~f::~;~:~e~1tri;
man remains "·ere discovered.
Recently
onoe. FRANKLIN
.NEWS COMPANY.
12;; Filbert Street. Philadelphia,
Pa.
a camp of railroad laborers was attacked
at night in the hills by a fierce looking
Fr~::5
man, who was dri,·en off and pursued to
the mouth of a cave, whe1·e he made a
stand and defended himself u11til he was
riddled with bullets.
In the cavern, on a
shelf of stone, "·ere found 16 grinning
Sewin<1 Machines furnished if wanted
skulls, e,·iclently those of people whom the
madman had slain. In the centre of the and the'" \\Ork deliverer! at your homes.
Apply by mail only to Wm. M. Mitchell,
rock-walled apartment was a neatly arrnngDixfield, Me., or to ,J. A. Bucknam "-:
cd pile of hum,tn hones.
The clothes of Co. Mechanic Falls, Me.
51 tf
the ,·ictims hanging on the walls sen·ed to
banish all doubt, concerning their fate.
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100 l?AMILIES
TO MAKE

COATS

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising
in American
W. F. PUTNAM,
Di.T(!~!f,~;tn}'fi-~/ne.
papers by addressing
,ve know of no mode of treatment which
off·rs, to sufferers fro111chronic diseases, a
FRAMES Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
more certctin hope of cure than that 11·hich Doons, sAsH, wmDow & DOOR

is comprehended in tl~e use o( A~·er's ~arsaparilla.
For punfymg and 111v1gorat1ng
All~i~t!!~1~le~1~~P~~~i~i1.haltht.! blood. this preparation
is unequaled.
11st,•r,. ~PwPlls. Braekets.&c. Also chamber. and rlining-r0om
furniture Cham her
FOREIGN NEws.-The
ea}J:hqu~ke shock f;pts and Extension Tables a spechlty.
of last week killed 600 pe'liple 111 Greece Jobbing done promptly.
and injured rooo. Six towns are destroyfields are •caree, bot tbo,e wbo write to
Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine, will receive
There was
A ,·er's Ague Cure acts directly on the ed. Vesuvius is in eruption.
free, full information about work wbicb
liver and biliary apparatus, and drives out a meeting of 5O,(X)() socialists in London,
they can do, and li•eac bome,tbst will pay
them from~ to t75 per day. Some bave
Prince Alexander will reach Sothe malarial poison which induces li,·er Sunday.
earned overl60tn a da7. Either ,u. youngor&ld. Capital
complaints and bilious disorders.
,v~r- fia, to-clay. There was a little rioting in no, required. Yoa are started free. Those who start at once
are absolute11 sure or snug little rortunea. All is uew.
Sept, I.
ranted to cure, or money refunded.
Try 1t. Belfast, Sunclay.-Journal,
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Send 10cts.

:-~:.~rt:i~gy:;:::eau,
0
for 100-Page Pamphlet.

S~ Ik fllf/J;fJJt,,~~
Boot & Shoe Maker.
0Yer P. Horlge·s hlnPksmith sl1op. All
kinds of r<'pairing.
Custom making to
rne:i,ure, from Thomn,:' cE'lebratecl calf to
ti11est French.
Orders solicited.
il-:l,

COUNTRYHOMES.
Fondness
for

of

Our

Rural

Presidents

Residences.

another

'"'he Places Owned by the Varlous Presi..1.

dents Smee Washington's Time,

Almost every President that this country has had hag pas,ed a part of his
career in the delight; of a country home.
Washington, as e,·erybocly knows, owned
a large estate at llfount Vernon, where
th
he retired after his two terms in e
Prcsideuey.
His death, it will be remembered, was caused from exposure
incident to his duties on the plantation,
which he delighted to manage in person. John Adams, his successor, retired
cafter his term in the Presidency had
expired to a country scat, "Quincy,"
near Boston, and engaged in ag:icultural pursuits. Jriierson, after his retiremcnt from public life, established
himself at his home, llfonticcllo, Va.,
where he entertained his friends, managed his estate, and died regretted by
a large number of servants
andth domesth
tics, which he had wi him to
e la:,
.Madison,toafter
his term of
office
expire he,
:retired
l\Iontpelier,
Va.,
where
:became

r~ctor

of

ELECTRICLIGHTS
•

Work oithe Big Volcanoes.
Vesuvius, in the celebrated eruption
of
A.
D.
said tothan
have would
thrown build
out
more lav" 79,
andis ashes

Perils

~
mountain

of its own size; its
t
nd
ashes
to ConS
antinople
•
swere
· carried
d E<>ypt
while
stones a of
rnto yrrn an
o
•
eight pounds weight were ~aSt int_o th e
t
streets of Pompeii, six miles dtS ant.
th an
Etna, in 1G80, disgorged more

the
d
er

Attendants
St rm
o
s.

in

Treating a Sufferer from St, kVitus' Dance
With Electric Shoe s.

"But few people realize the dangers
attending the ~ork of an electric light
twenty times its own mass, and nearly lineman and lamp attendant," remarked
ninety years later poured forth a fl.rJod one of the corps to an Item reporter, as
which covered eighty-four square miles he shot down one of the circuit poles
of surface and measured nearly one bun- Sunday night, in the pouring rain, and
clred million cubic fuet. After the erup- exhibited a badly blistered hand, the ret·ion of tlie same mountain in 1810 the suit of,., shock r·ccei·vcd from a ''leak"
•
molten sea kept moving at the rate of u in the wire.
yard a day for about nine months, a nd
"It is particularly dangerous," he
did not become thoroughly cold and added, "just before and during
thu~solid for ten years. From thirty to forty derstorm, and extremely vexatious i_n
million cubic feet of matter have repeated- wet weather. During the storm of Fnly been clisclrn.rgcd from the greater v~l- day morning almost every flash of lightcanoes. Tununragua, in the Andes, 1n
d t th
· , and the
mng was attrncte
o
e wue~,
.
171l7, filled up
valleys one thous- way it went snapping up the c1rcmt ':,'as
and feet wide and six hundred feet enouah to make one shudder.
Durrng
deep.
the height of the storm a ball _of fire
Cotopaxi has projected from its crater was seen to shoot along the wires on
a block 109 cubic yarls in bulk a
Westminster street, and when in the
hnce of nine miles, while its roar has midst of the 2000 wires that run into the
been heard for more than 600.
Java's
Butler exchange, it burst with a report
volcanoes are
d perhaps
h · the mo~t
t' noteddesof like that of a cannon. The next flash
d ·t

~

the University

of the
worl ,
t cir erup ions
•
troying
from
one
to
four
Virginia
engaged
agricultural
P
ursuits. and
llfonroe,
after in the
close of thousand lives at tt ad dtime.'th Earthmore
quakes have been a en e wi
his public life, took up his residcnc; widely fatal result~, as a rule, than volcat Oak Hill, Va., where he entertaine
canic upheavals.
In Cecilia, in 1268,
llis friends royally, so much so, in faet, 60,000 persons perished from one shock
that he soon found the bott~n of ~Is or series of shocks; in 1456, Naples furpurse, and was finally oblige to gte nished 40,000 victinn, and in 1626 70,.up his princely
estate andin take
1k1s000.
The Lisbon earthquakes of00
1531
Tesidence
with relatives
New uypor-,
where he was still making his home
at the time of his death.
John Quincy Adams, after his term of
office had expired, retired to the old
family estate "Quincy," in llfassachusetts, but responded to his country's call
I•
•
again, and died at us
pos t of clu t y rn
Washington, where he had been sent as
-a member of Congress. Jackson,
as
everybody knows, retired to the "Ilermitage, •• Nashville, where he died. Van
Buren, after his term in office expired,
Tetired to Kin'.:lerhook, N. Y., anc1 there
-ended his days. Harrison, who died
during his term in the presidency, was
buried at his home in North Bend, Ohio,
aud there his remains still lie. Tyler
was accustomed to country life, and de1io-hted in it, as it brought him recollecti~ns of early days when his father was
one of the l:trgest land owners in Virgm1a.
Polk, whose early days were
spent in the country as the son of a
former, looked forward to a comfortable
life of retirement, just beside Nashville,
·after his term of service in the presidcncy, but had been only three months
away from here when death called him.
Taylor, who had worked on a plantation
during his early life, had looked forward with pleasure to a quiet life on his
estate at Buton Rouge, La., after rctirino- from his war service.
He had
1,c:rcely begnn this, however, when he
was called to the P1·esiclency, and before
his term had fairly begun his life ended.
:Fillmore was the son or a farmer, and
spent his early life muons- rural delights.
Pierce ever remembered with affection
the place where his boyhood days were
spent, and where he taught
th a country
school when he arrived at e cariy years
-of manhood.
Buchanan,
after his
Presidential
labors were enc1ecl, retired to a country
place,
"V{heatland,"
inPtnnsy:vania,
where he died. Lincoln, as everybody
knows, was reared nmid
nd the most primitivc of conn try life, a retained a great
affection for the homely things of life to
-the clay of his sad death. The same may
be said of his succes,or, John,on,
who
was in this respect not unlike his more
illustrious predcees;ors. Grant, who was
a farmer in his earlier clays, ended his
days in the country, heartily wishing,no
th
doubt, that he had followed
e example of his pro 1ece,s')r;, and. retired to
the country rather than have entered
the whirl11ool of N cw Y,Jl'!c busines3
life. l\fr. Ifoycs, as everybody knows, is

of
Th un

saw forty-three of the lights out, an l
was evident that something had gone up.
We traced the 'break' right to the
11 works,
·t
where, to the surprise of a , I was
found that the lightning had struck the
first lio-ht on the circuit outside of the
works,"' and followed the line into the
room where the 'arresters' are, and
burned them in such a way as to make
them assume the appearance of a piece

and 1755 each destroyed from 30, 0 to
60,000 lives.
The havoc wrought in
Jeddo, Japan, in 1703, is know to us, of
course, only by tradition, but the figures
from this source reach
the appalling
height of 200,000 souls.
So, it will be
seen, thein disaster
Zealand
June willwhich
l!avc visited
to makeNewa

of burned brown paper. When the lightning struck the 'arrester' a terrible repor t f o11owe d ·
"But then, while it is dangerous to
mount a pole during a thunderstorm, the
men become accustomed to it.
The
most aggravating
work his to tackle a
pole during a storm, as t ere arc mauy
startling record if it is to be placecl in which will o-ivc you a shock the moment
the first class of destructive convulsions. you touch ~hem. These poles arc all
Washington Slar.
marked by the men, a nd th c worS t
The Higltest Observatory.
amono- them nrc those at Turk's llead,
The advantages of regular accounts the ca~-depot and two on the WeS t lllinof what is going on several thousand ster street circuit, where, if you get up,
feet above the earth has been recognized you will have to dance to get down
by meteorologists.
To furnish data to again, that is, if you are not knocked
the scientists, the Tyrolesc are going to down, as several circuit men have already
have the highest observatory in the been. 'The shocks received in this way
world.
They have built two houses,one arc clue to "leaks"
in the wires,
made of logs and the other of stone, on which arc only detected by a line man
the summit of Somblick.
As a stone getting in contact with the nearest pole
house would be uncomfortably
cold so to the leak.
high up in the air, the weather observer
"Did you ask about inside work?
is provided with a hut made of logs, 31crc is nothmg fascinating about it,
lashed, anchored and cabled to the top and one must have a great faculty of
of the mountain;butno wooden structure keeping his hands at home. The men
can be entirely secure, so terrible are who work about dynamos, as a rule have
the wind storms that sometimes rage in/ worse looking
hand~
than _baseball
the upper air, hence the stone refuge, catchers, but they tlnnk nothrng of a
which is cut into the rocks. Of course, small shock. One of the worse cases
the observer will be able to communicate / at
our works occurred
quite
rethe diary he keeps to the scientists on 'cently,
when
our
snpermtendent
the surface of the earth by telegraph and went
to
attach
the
wires
telephone.
Another observatory will be 'positive and negative,' to the 'post' atthe famous t0wcr, 1000 feet high, the \ tachec1 to the dynamo, not noticing that
foundations of which are soon to be laicl, I the comb was down and the dynamo runon the Champ cle JIIars, to be in reacliness ning full force. He attached the wires
for the Paris exposition, two years all right, but the instant the connection
hence. It will be one of the wonders of was completed he was knocked across
the world. Yve have clescribcc1 its feat- the room. It was a wonder the shock did
ures in these columns already, but after not kill him instantly. H~ was a terribly
the exposition is over it will be used as scared man, and it was fully two weeks
an observatory, and will be devoted to before he fully recovered.
forwarding scientific objects. -Dem<i7'est.
"Just at the present time we have at
----=----the Rhode Islancl Electric Company's
lla!f Cents Wanted,
works quite a rare case, that is attracting
There is a growing demand in New no small amount of attention.
It is that
Yo:k city for a smaller coin than a cent. of a 10-ycar-old girl who, until recently.
The little red coin has traveled '\Vest was a terrible sufferer from St. Vitus's
until it has reached the shores of the I dance. She could not stand still, and
Pacific, where it may he said to meet, so was in a sad state.
Some one sugthe brass <:ash of C:ithay, :incl :10 smaller o-ested that she be treated with electric
coin is needed in the vVc,t. But here a ;hocks, and accordingly a mec1ium wire
half-cent would tend to prevent waste -such as is used for the inside incandesamong the poorer people. Thm there cent lights-was
rnn from the works to
nre plenty of toys which are retailed at the street circu't wire. The girl daily
a cent each which could be, and would comes to the works ancl will seize the
be, profitably so:cl at half a cent. One wire with both hands and holcl it as
must buy an even number of pounds of I though it were a piece of wood. The
b
f
sugar and an even num er o somu 1cmc1s shock that this wire will give is enough
of goods, or lose half a cent. It will to knock a man out, yet the girl laughs
in retiremcn t u·,ion a farm in Ohio, de- sound mean to rnme people to l1car one at the iclea and is rapicllv improvino0
voting- his attent10n to the dutic:; of a comp\am• o 1• t 11c 1oss o1- lrn11· a ~en,t 1rn t under the trcatment."--Providence
'
•
Item.
rural
life, and cnte:·taining the many th
b
·If 1
----=---f
rien<1swho seek him out in his com- waste
e ol,l
proverb
ou~
w, n
C0tllllt·y ,n" 111
1 l'i'ty Pt·css,
and Scotch
wo!"ul want
cannota be
ignored.
parativc seclusion. Prc3idcnt Garfield "The standard coin of France is tile
In the great c:ties the press is arrowent from his country home nt l\'[eutor, franc," said a l<'renc11111:,11 to me ye, t er- ,.uant, dictatori'.il and a»umes to rule
Ohio, to t:1e 1Vhi1c H mse, where he was clnv, "and it is a:; big a c;,>intlicre as a over anrl llomineer over the opinions of
stricken down by i!ir: a.,sa,sin's bu lie:, <luilar is here. 'l'l:a'. is l,ec:au, 0 we have the people. ln this the press only show,
an(l
- wifJ au-I hmily,- .1ft er also the centime-a fifth of your cent. in what contcm1)t it is held by an in'11·1s
sorrnwinQ·
.
·••
~. cotljJle _
yean io city· life, have J·ust Jc- It would make 1\.mcr1c,t
• ncller
• •
t o give
•
der)endcnt J)eo11lc. The country press
termined to i,cll thu11·city home and re- th
l If
•
B !.l
only assumes to be a reflex of the opinturn to their country rc.;idence. President
e people a ia •Cellt corn.roo,; yn iou of the community.
1t is also ren..
Eagle.
Arthur, al'ter a year of city life, at the
_____
,....___
r'"scntative, and can be and oEtcn is
close of his term, now seeks the country
Why Ile Wislwll l',
influential ancl leading.
It often seeks
as his only hope of rcg,iininQ· the health
Girnbollar<I, the philosopher, one day to influcn • anrl lead, bd never to
lost in his service in the White II011sc. exc!ainrnt1 as he piou-;!y raised his eyes duve the 11eop1c. Auel this is the rea.And President O:cvclnncl, followir,g the to IIc,\Ve!1:
son tlrnt tbe country pres, possesses
example
o•· • this
lon~ 1 iinu
"0:1 ! th:.t I h,irl" an income of t'I enty rnncs as much power as the
1
oi
pic,1<1enli.il
prcde~e,_,<\ ' _ , ;s $1,000,000J'
I metropoliLrn
pres,. lt ;s not the g1eat
1
111
10
P' clpm i11Q a tfoun\;Y1
tovn~~o~,:1'1::~~'11i:
"In order to do what?'• a. k,d some I <lailies 1mt the countrv 1ness that shape
on ':! :u Y Q 11 »g
or ehis ·actual
"' •te1m of• 1one.
I\the politics of t 1iu nation
•
countiy.lil<'dn
-1lfcidzson
scrvicc.-Lou1sv1ll~ Po•t.
"''lhy, to clo notl11ng."-Td
Bi's
( IV1,) Democl'llt,
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CLIPINGS FOR THE CURIOUS.

A Gt·eat Georgia Fruit Farm.
Twenty years ago nearly everybody in
M:acon und Houston counties regurdecl
l\Ir. S. H. Rumph as a crank
d lupontl the

A duty of fou~ncls
was. laid in
1703 upon every negro imported rnto the
colony of Massachusetts.
fruit
question.
t mt trees
1cre
was no
dcmanclThey
for argue
fruits and
There were about 12,500 men in a
-urnwn in the South, that the Yankee had Roman legion, and in the palmy days of
alreadv a monopoly upon that business. Rome she possessed thirty of these
Also tlrnt but few varieties could be mighty forces.
grown here; that the growing of apples
Thomas Golden, a flagman in Galena,
and raspberries, especially, was an exIll., has a tame robin that he has taught
ploded idea, and that nobody but a
to ·walk out of the flag house and wave
northern man could successfully conduct
a tiny flag whenever a train comes.
a nnrscry. These and a thousand other
A beautiful custom is said to prevail
objections were urged by every one, and
it was with great difficulty that l\fr. with the natives of Java. A fat'.1er
d when his child is born plants a tree, and
thus signalizes the birth.
Rumph,
then quite
man,
an
with unlimited
means,a young
could get
a piece
It is affirmed by Mons. Lcssenne that
of land upon which to lay the foundation
for an immense business, and out of a needle-puncture in the skin of a :iving
person will close at once, and that if ~he
which he is to-dav making a fortune.
Nothing daunted,- however, he estab- puncture remains open it is a sure sign
lisncd his fruit farm and nursery known of death.
d
k t · tl
The longest clock pendulum ~n :he
to-day in every state an
mar ·e m 1e
It IS sixUnited States. He gets the first red world is at Avignon, France.
ty-seven feet long, and requires four and
raspberries every season into Jacksonville, Savannah, New York and Bos- a half seconds to swing through au arc
ton,
and
he
realizes
fully
50 of nine and a half feet.
cents
per
quart
for
the
yield
The art of sculpture in wood seems to
from
a five-acre
patch.
He
has have been native among the early
propagated a variety of peach believed to Greeks, and carved idols soon took the
be the finest in every particular grown in place of stones and trunks of :re_es,
the South, if not in America, which he which were at first worshipped as d1vme
•
christened "Elberta,"
in honor of her symbols.
who, in his young manhood, plighted
The sacred :figures in early Greece.
were frequently covered with real dollher love and fate with his, and rejoices
with him in prosperity and sympathizes
like clothing.
The difficulty of reprein adversity, as only a devoted and lov- sentin"'0 the hair of these puppets apin"' wife can do. He ha, a large num- pears, from the later treatment of the
be: of Elbertas, and last season the crop heads m marble, as seen in the Apollo of
paid him an average of 11 l:ents per Tenea, to have been evaded by the use
peach in .,_,
11.Tcw
York and Boston. He ships of a woolly covering like a wig .
car loads of peaches of other varieties
It was considered very honorable to be
a soldier in ancient Rome, much more
every season that pay satisfactory prices,
·
h'1s acreao-e
an d h e year 1y rncreascs
,,, , honorable than to be a mechanic or
which already numbers several hundred.
laborer. Every soldier took a most solemn
Apples are grown to perfection, and every oath, which was called a "sacrament."
week in the year he fills orders for this He swore never to desert his standard, to
submit his own will to the command of
dcliuhtful
fruit, sweetened by Georgia
suns and on Georgia lands. But it is his leader, and to sacrifice his life for the
said that his nursery is the biggist thing
empire. The soldiers were well paid,
in the South.
Suffice it to say, at pres- but very strictly disciplined.
ent last week he sold 85,000 trees, to be
Birds have wonderful appetites, and
shi~ped to different States the coming
the insect-eaters must do great execution
fall. His home is one of the loveliest m among the insect enemies of the farmer.
the country, sunounded
by fruits and This is illustrated by Prof. Wood's estiflowers of every variety and species, and mate that a man would have to consume
is visited annually by hundred of travin every twenty-four hours sixty-seven
clers and excursionists who pass this way feet of sausage nine inches in circumferand can stop off for a pcriod.-Marshallence in order to eat as much in proporville (Ga.) Time.~.
tion to his bulk as the red-breast, whose
-----daily food is considered as equivalent to
llU!ldllism.
an earthworm fourteen feet long.
Buddhism gives no explanation of th e
The Bee's Sting.·
beginning of all things; its starting point
'!'he hive and its inmates afford, peris that the world and men exist, au d haps, a more interesting :field for microthat everything is subject to change.
scopic research than anything else in the
Everything moves to either destruction
whole insect kingdom.
Take the bee's
or renovation.
Nirvana--"perfection
or sting; why, that alone might occupy all
salvation"-is
the state towarcl which the rest of this paper. The sheath
the righteous tend; for the theist there makes the first wound, and, inside it, so
is the absorption of the indivi~ual ~u ! managed that they enclose a tubehill
Goel; for the atheist
absorpt10u m I space down which the poison runs, are
nothing.
A human life is not a separate i two darts, all built in such a strictly meentity'; it is a portion, so to spe~k, of t~e chanical way that-1\fr.
Ch_esire saysuniversal life. The life that smncth_ it they remind him of the guide rods of a
shall die, says Buddhism; it shall _srn~ J steam engine. The poison is ~ummy,
through Lo,~cr an_d lo,~cr forms, unti~ it but it is prevented fr~m cloggrng the
reaches anml11lat10n. fhe nghtcous life, machine by a gland which secretes a Ju.
rising ever upward, attains at lcn~th to bricat"ing oil. The qnec!:l's sting is bigNirvana, and it is reabsorbed rn the o-er than the workers' - drones have
Divine Essence.
There is cver-increas~one_ but it is practically barbless, a::id
ing joy in ever-increasing wisdom, and can therefore be easily brought away inafter one life is ended there shall be stead of being left in the wound and
another, ever ascending the scale of holi- thereby causing the death of its precious
ne~s, stretching up to heatific and illimitowner. It is a formicluble weapon, the
able heights.
This was transmigration:
sheath so hard that it turns the finest ranot of souls-for Gautamahcld that there zor-edge; but a queen never stings exis no such thing as sou'-1:iut
of life;
cept in contest wi~h ~n0ther queen;_ she
each individual, according to the good may be handled with 1mpumty. Ot the
or bad use he makes of his present life, worker it is a mistake to say that it albecomes after death another individual
ways leaves its sting in the wound, and
of hio-her or lower character.
And yet dies from the loss. If it generally does
it is :imost an error to say that Buddha
s.,, the fault often lies in your impatau,,.ht absorption into God as the stage tience; bear it like a hero, and the bee
of ;,istencc beyond Nirvana; for it does will work it sting round and r0und till it
not appear that Buddhism acknowloclges , is able to withdraw it wi~hout impedia God. Perfection c~n go no further; i mcnt. Of course you get pierced deeper
it is the vanishing pornt of the human
and deep, but then, cons,clcr, the crealandscape.--Quiver.
ture's life is saved by your suffering.
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The Immunity of Physicians.
·
·
It is a prevalent popular 1mpress1on
Wanted <'Fresh Jlleat."
cl
d
the the
battle
Perrysville,
Ky., Oct,
that some special provi en_ce sunoun_ 5 [ 8, At
1862,
-- of Indiana
regiment
was
the J)hysici,m with pr_otective agenci~S,
pitted
against
a
Confederate
regiment
of
d t d
ancl th_at, _although cl:ul_y_
expose _ 0 ihse-I Louisiana Tiger_s, and tl_1c advanc. c of
case rn ;ts moSt ma,ignant
1
follnS,
winch drove rn the
1 D , that famous reinmcnt
~
escapes when others are attackec ·
r. ! Federal pickets also drove into the Union
~
h
1 th e , line a number of badly scared rabbits,
O::de,
of England, finds that while
lawyers die at the rate of Z0, : e c/;·.~y : just as the Federals began firiu!:·.
at the rate of lG, the doctor., m:>r a 1 Y j
One of the boys of Company G., after
is 25 per 1,000. In a million adultst foi h er I' firin 0' a shot, SJ)icd a rabbit JUm[1in0- to0
J
h d , wards
than })hvsicians,
16 died of scarle cve_r,
him, and fixin o· hJ's lrnyonet,0 un14 of diphtheria, and 2 38 of typ 01
mindful of the approach0 oJ: the enemy, as
fever; while, of an equal number of he char 0-ec1on the little az\imal, said:
1t
1 tI c
0
physicians, 59 succumbcc O scar e ev _r, 1I "By Jove!
l'm tired of ~iard tack, and
59 to diphtheria, a nd 311 to typhoid
I want fresh meat," at the s,tme time
fever. Smallpox, on th e 0th cr ha n c1, pinioning thu rabb1t to th c ground.
1
cl[llms 111010 victims among th e laity
Though the company, 1nly numbering
than rn the medical pro:csswn;. c'.ue, fifty-two in the outset of the battle, lost
r',oubtlcss, to the fact th,t phySicians tw~nty-two killed and woumlecl the
h.wc sufficient confidence rn th e pro- ''fresh meat" soldier was ,spared to break
tcctzrn rnfluence o[ vaccmat'on to keep his fast next mornmo- or&bro1lccl rabbit.
·
" ;·
themselves rnsusccpi t bl c t O the attac:1-s
'·,
'-Deti-oitli'reePress.
of ,mallpox.--Science.
1
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A CORNDOCTOR
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Chropodists have of late years become
necessary to residents of cities, says a
writer in the Brooklyn Eagle. It is but
recently that the art has: been taught in
medical colleges. Unlike dentistrv the
student is not obliged to pass an ;xamination in anatomy, but can simply bring
his mind exr.lusively to bear on learning
to treat and care for the foet. Formerly
Brooklynites were compelled to patron•
izc New York chiropodists or else attend to their own pedal extremities.
Within a few years past, however, a
dozen or more individuals who made a
specialty of wrestling with hard-shelled
corns, or elleviatrng the sufferings of
those who have big or little bunions,
have signified their readiness to at tend
to the feet of suffering residents. I called
recently at the office of a local chiropodist and found him busily engaged· in
compounding a mixture which he gum·antees to cure all manner of diseases of
the feet. He said;
"One of the chief causes of corns, bunions, etc., is tight shoes. The majority
of my customers are ladies. Corns come
in two varieties-soft
and hard.
The
soft corn is formed by the acid prespiration of the feet, and first appears in the
shape of a w bite blister, whose edges
easily peel off. Ladies who wear shoes
large enough for them seldom, if ever,
suffer with corns.
Stumpy or short
shoes cause corns to form easily. I have
frequently known cases where a soft corn
would affect the whole foot and ankle.
I hr,ve many patients who have corns
which have festered into the bone. Bunions are often mistaken for hard corns.
A bunion forms, usually, on the side of
the foot or between the toes. A bunion
is nothing more or less than a strained
joint caused by a short or narrow shoe.
French-heeled boots and shoes have been
the cause of untold misery to ladies, and
I have noticed, sirice the common-sense
shoe has become fashionable, the wearers
of them have had fewer corns. Narrow
danci.ng-pumps arc also very injurious to
the feet. Operations on fibrous and
nerve corns arc extremely difficult."

thorities have hitherto in vain sought
lay hand. One of them is described by
anonymous writer as follows; "There
at Berlin some score of public bars

to
the
are
the

frequenters of which belong exclusively
to the criminal world. They are kept in
the basements of houses, no brightcolored signbonrd tells of th.eirexistence,
and at night the light·from the windows
falls faintly through closely drawn curtains into the street;
The frequenters''
are professional thieves, their accompli~cs
(who find occasions where strokes of
business may be done) and receivers of
stolen goods. The conversation in these
places is always carried on in a low voice
and everybody drinks and gambles. Di,putes are rare, for as soon as a quarrel
threatens to become noisy the neighbors
of the party in question interfere in order
to avoid any uproar.
Sometimes the
door is rapidly opened, a head is thrust
in, and the new comer cries out 'Lam-

~1:,~~

Radway's
Ready
Relief

~\1J~•,:t~t~~;

"'t~,~
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I
THE TRuE RELIEF

~k1ii'f~?'\,~~:;~i:~

~~Y:in~i;;P~!{~~~-er\c~~,\~',1;,t';:;:;~noJ
i~',';t\~"'ciAnd before the imprudent young mnn
1f·.tcei,sb.lmed.,roer.oov__e,err,
.'~:n1·oe,,xgrl?tllset~•ttereomf
teld1!.nfeorr;c~~
..-,cnc,;was aware of it he wns ~ being spirited
,
..
•
~
~
•,
w
down the S'trcct in the cli,e<:tion of an
RADWAY'SRE.~DYREL!EFlsthconlyremedlal.
formout1<ldespondency.
ice cream saloon.-Yonker'•
Statesman. ·:fa"i~t~?r:i~f~!}:!~':~tln\\';;~:~tly
•top pat11. ItlllAt one placo, on the Cascade branch
of the Northern Pacific the railroad desWhy Ile Didn't.
cribes a horse shoe, which is two and
De Baggs-' 'I know how to manage
•1u·,rter mile, around, and only )500 feet
Sciatica,
my wife."
'
neross the hill at the op<·n <'nd of it.
Headache,
'We Appeal to Exporlence,
Bagley-"You
do? Then why don't
Toothache;·
Fot a. long time we steadily refused to pub
fOU manage her?"
Inflammation_
lish testimonials, believing tha.t, in the opinion
DcBaggs-''She
won't let me."-PhilAsthma,
:e::em~~!~:c~,:':~~;~r~~:
;;:~~p~naJ~;i!~ addphia Call.
Influenza,
partie., a.s,. means of disposing of their worthDifficult Breathing,
'.Mr.G. E, Reardon, Baltimore, Md., Comless prepn,ra.tions.
missioner of Deeds for all the State,, suffered
te~~;;,~:~lL:~::a~ b~1~0 c~:~~to a certain ex•• for a long time with rheumatism, which yield··DYSENTERY,
A.t la.st, several years ai;o, we came. to. the e~ promptly to St. Ja<:obsOil. .
l\fobile, Aln., hns th .. <l'stinctiono' being the
conclusion that every intclligbnt person can
0
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m1estat~men!s, so _far as their knowledge cxtend::1, 1n tht8 a.rtwle. In other word~ if we !t~~r::a:~~II~~-~(eet Jwa.lth. h,wing used no ...
In Danger of 'riJ)lling Up.
t!w':nl:.'.'st
p~~~tT;,':edtheir letters aa nearly YerChronie RhenmR.t1~m. Scrnfnla., S.-philitic ComFor dysp<'sf:1 .. in<lignst,ion. rlept'C!'-Sion of ~pirDuring the war it was the habit for
''ery respectfully.
Jts and general debility, in t.1wir va.rious forms.
r.!~1it~~~•
G~~~~~~:rus~~ttri:e~~ p~:gi!
delegations of "prominent citizens" to
also as a prenmtive
against
fever a 1111 ag·ue a.nd
.
.
KT. HAZELTINE,
Cancerour..
Affectiuns, BlP.eding of the Lun~
DysProprietor P1so's Cure for Consumpti_on
other in term i ti en t f t~Ycrs.the ••F'crro-Pliw;phor1,eusi& ,vater Bra.sh, ~hite Swelli nJ,?s,Tumors, Plmvisit Washington to consult with Presia.ntl P1so 's Remedy for Uatarrh.
atcd Elixir of Calisitya./' rna<lc liy Caswell.
s!i"tR°u~~~rsBr!!~
Hazard
&
Co
..
New
Yol'k.
and
solcl
hy
Rll
Ur11gWe
anpend
a
recenr
Jet,ter,
which
came
to
us
dent" Lincoln upon the conduct of the·
1
t~~-~:•c~~~i~i~fs~t~~~- Diabetes. K.idoey, liladder.
i~~Y urnmlic1t1::d, wiLh permission
to pub1~~/i?~~~i'~.[\'.'~~~~,~~~:~~=
J:·(:~~~:~:
1tl~li~~\~~~~)
war.
Sometime during the darkest
Sold by nil Dr111ra-ist~.
St n. bnttle.
D.'-YTON,
Ohio, Jan. 12, 1885.
days a dozen or more of the leading busiYon ma:r add Ill)" testimony as to the merits

';;~{ft!·

~\~~.!!~:i~~t_
i~gt;~~?i·u~tett~.e

f~f1

ness men of Wilmington, Del., called
upon the President.
They told him that
they rcpresent;cl the "solid men" of Deleware, and that they had come to discuss the situation and the means of ending the struggle.
After the chairman of
the delegation (who is still in active
business in Wilmington) had finished his
speech the Presideu t asked:
"So you are solid men of Deleware1'
"Yes," was the reply.
"At what age docs a corn begin to
"All from New Castle county!"
grow?"
•·Yes, all from New Castle."
"I have known children whose moth"All from Wilmington, too."
ers "·ould insist upon haviug them weur
';Yes all from the same city," replied
tight shoes to have corns at the age oi the gentlemen, in a chorus.
three years. lVIany children have ingrow"Well," remarked lVIr. Lincoln, as his
ing nails and arc suffering from corns."
eyes twinkled, "did it ever occur to you
Talking about manicures, my inform- gentiemen that there was danger of your
ant said:
little State tipping Up during your ab"Manicure is a new innovation and is sence?"
The delegation returned home wiser,
now practiced by all chiropodists.
The
most expert manicures nrc young girls, but so full of appreciation of the joke
who have been thoroughly drilled in the that their friends were not long in hearbusiness.
n is now the custom to en- ing of it. -New York Sun.
gage young women to do this work, and
Breast Plates.
the paring and beautifying of nails is
William 'l'nrner of Runnels, Texas,
usually performed nmid elegant surtells the following war story in the Chiroundings.
In New York many fashioncago Ledger; Without the means of
able young men have their nails polished
knowing to what extent, or if this is the
twice a week.''
only solitary instance of wearing breast
The doctor with whom 1 talked explates, I will proceed to state the facts
plained the methods used in treating
_.,, bunions, which may be of service to regarding at least one breast plate worn
at Shiloh. I was a subaltern officer in a
Brooklynites
who perform their own
Miss'ssippi regiment, and we had capchiropothy.
First, the bunion is softentured quite a number of prisoners from
ed with a camel's-hair brush to destroy
Prentiss' command.
soreness, and then the hard callous is reAmong these prisoners was a Captain
moved by means of a double-edged
H. of the Seventeenth Iowa, who entered
knife. At this point in the operation the
into conversation with me. After a little
fibers of the bunion arc killed and a large
he took off his vest, and taking from it a
ring of lamb's wool applied.
From apmetallic breast plate, presented it to me,
pearances it would denote that the cover"'
remarkinO' that it had saved his life, but
ing of lamb's wool would make it imthat he should probably have no further
possible to get on the shoe. The latter,
use for -it.
however, ea,ily slips on and the patient
Upon examining the plate I found, sure
walks with comparative freedom.
cnou()'h an indentation made by a minie
Double-edo-cd
knives
and scissors
bulle~ directly ever the region of the
large and sm:11, are used by chiropodist~
heart.
The relic was esteemed a decided
in their work.
"I have extracted twenty-five corns curiosi·ty by all who saw it.
I have often wondered what has befrom both feet of one lady," continued
my informant.
"Large shoes have the come of that handsome, patriotic young
man, then our pi,ison.cr.
same effect as small ones. One to be
perfectly free from corns must wear a
Lincoln Lnconlcs.
neat-fitting shoe, which must be neither
"llalstin" says in the New York Times:
too large nor too small. Ingrowing nails An autograph letter that I would like to
are difficult to treat, and arc alwavs ac- own was shown u,e a few days ago. "A.
companied by fungus grnwth or proud Lincoln" was boldly signed at the end of
flesh. Large or big toes often have in- it, and this wisdom was there, para•
growing •hails. Disease of the sweat- graphed in this wise;
glands or perspiring feet, which emit an
"Do not worry .
acid smell can be cured, but the treat"Eat three square meals a day.
ment must be both internal and local.
"Say your prayers.
The disease known as sweat-glands origi"Think of your wife.
nates in a disordered system, or in weak
"Be courteous to your creditors.
and diseased functions.
In the disease
"Keep your digestion good.
mentiened great care should be m,ed iu
"Steer clear of the biliousness.
the style of the hose worn. Only the
"Exercise.
cheap lines of hosiery have seams on the
"Go slow and go easy.
sides. These should be avoided and
"Maybe there are other things that
only socks. worn which have seams in the
your especial case requires to make you
bottom.
•
happy, but, my friend, these, I reckon,
will uivll vou a 1Zoodlift."
Follv soon·wears her shoes out.

-~----
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chocolate and vanilla."
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dreds of unsolicited certificates in our 1,osses- lcctcd
i:,ore throa.t, whieh can be cured by a Ilea.rt.bur-I!, S ck HeitdacJie, S_u111~er Compbi.int ...
sion.
W1ud iu the Bowels.,.
pen.' At this word a general rush toIn _doi"'.;:
this, we published them a.s nearly"" single buttle: of Red Sta.r Cough Cur~. Pl'lce, ~~~11-r~lleith~/?~f~;~~~1 ~~!~cS.
a bottle.
Tra.vclen,; should ct.lwayi; catTJ" a bottle of RA~
ward the door commences, the innkeeper
poss1ulcrn the exact fo.uguageused by our cor- twenty-ih·e •ecnt.s
- - ---WAY'SR1':ADY HELIEt' with them. A few drops1.11
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0~ Indiana
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chairmakers Jor prices that Wi!l ret'• nne the r
Ma.la.ria. in its Various Forms.
Both at Berlin and Frankfort
public Ol~~·~~~'!';:fdt~3~~a;i;~f ~fu~lti~1:n~';~iusion fie1ds with pin· .. and. leave a margin o ~ profit
There, iS..not a. remedial a,tent in the world thU
",
will cure Fever and Ague and all ot_her Malariou~
houses of this kind have a chain of out- was a. correct;'one-tha.t a letter recommend- on the opcr;-1 t." on.
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to Live.
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1
nounces·that he is no,v- in "perfect health,"'
Fifty cents per bottle. Sold by drucalat-.
wretches who, for a few pence, keep a b/~~~
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0
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lookout and report as soon as any si"'n' wh1ch_w1ll
p~oveto t!il, most skeptica1 tha.t our
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D R • RADWAY' S
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~sert1on made above, that only the facts are
of danger appears on the horizon. If 1
ft~r.o7SSeb;~~~~el~;,~~~~~ient if not Sumption. Our best physicians gave my ca-e
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ever the police succeed in capturing one impossible, for all of_ our friends to call on us up.
I could not live t,rnnty-four hours. My friends
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Howthe Painful Excre~cenoes are Caused
and How They are Treated.
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Thip·ves' Ears In Berlin.
1'hc underground life in Berlin, whi<lh
has recently been exposed in an interesting volume entitled "Die Verbrecherwelt
von Bcr:in," has some sides which are
g loomily picturesque on which the au-
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of Piso's Cure for Consumption.

severe cold .la,st, Februat'y·, which
lungs. Tiley beca:ne ulcerated

I took a

settled

on my

ancl wore

so

P'.'-in[ul,that I lrnd no rest for two days and
mght.s. I got "bottle or Piso's Cure for Consumption, and was relieved by the time I h,ul
taken lut!f of it. Since tha,t, time I have kept

Piso'.~ Cure in the house, and use it as a prever~t1_ve, bot.h for-lung troubles and croup, for
,vhw1_1 I can rccom.1nend it as the best medicine I ever used; and t,h,tt is saying agreatcleal,
foe I have used at least twenty others, besides
about
a..:; ma.ny
physicians'
prescriptions.
Piso's Cure i'or Consumption has never failed

!

to give relierin my family.

il;h~v:i~:!~:'
:;~in 1~a~~~:n~~e~~e~~:~~oL~'=p~~~:
atF~~; 5he5 :::~c~;s
t~a0ke;"e:/1:lc!~::o=;:r~~~=
Gir.n.nfter 12 hearty mea'.
j demanded i..y every one, because
D~·spepsia, fla.tn enc··, ris'.ng or food, cr:unp!!I, I lt is sure to C"heck e,·ery disturbance
o! the stom~
lildigestion, sick headache, nausea, aud many illf,
ach and bowels, by whatsoever carn,ed.
may be pren:ntecl by a li~t.e :.:5.AXFor.u'sQ1~01m
It. preveats indlgo!-tio11, fl.atulency,and colic.
a(ter e1ch meal.
It. destroys <l.isea.se germs in water drunk.
S..t..:-.Tono'sGi:wi:n. fs a delic·ou.~ c~mbiuatio11 of
It restore$ tht" cireula.cion and dlgest-lon when &ll&imported Ging-er. Choice AronrntlC'-", nnd l•'rer:c l pended by a chill,-a cause or cholera niorbus.
:Bm.ndy. and is the flne:.t extract of ginger ever
It breaks up colds aud simple revers, and
oompound,~d in the history or medicine.
Is sure to ''"rard off malarial influences.
A...sa pure fruit stimulant
for the nged, ment.ally
It promotes sleep and allays nervousness.
and physically overworked.
for delicate females.
!tis the best or travelling companions.
esr,ccially mothers, and as a means or rcrorming
It is unrtvallcd as a sum.mer medicine, and
tnose addicted to an excessive use ot alcoholic
Is the ft.nest Giugcr in the world..
aUmulauts, it is Invaluable.
beware
or worl-ult,~l5 "gingers/'
offensively ~
Never
travel witllout SA.SF0RD'S GINGER.
by mercenary d.ruggb{..8,ou tlloso w.bo oa.ll tor

A. J. GRUBB,

Sprin:rfleldSt.
25c.buys a pail"of Lyon's h,tent Heel Stiffeners, which makes ~· boot or t:hoc last twice
as Jong:.
_____
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'l'o promote digeSLion, to keep the body

healthy

t.:t.ke Ayer 1 s Pill~

dear

and. lhe mind

Your Vacation

.May do you much good, but if you wlsh to get yourself into thorou;hly good condition, strong-, active
nnd healthy, ready to work hard when you return,
7ou should aid Nature in her eITorts to do you good,
by taking Hood's Sarsaparilla;
it will take all the
impuritie3 from your blood, crfato a.n appetite, promote healthy digestion and give you streni:th in
placo of weakness.
'fry it now.
"I have been uslng Hood's Sarsaparilla
a.nd am
greatly improvej in health. It has toned up my enUre system 1 enriched my blood, a 1d given me a.u
appetlte. -JA.S. O.C.-\.VIS, New Albany, Ind.
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Circular.

548 Washington

S_~, Bo~ton.

be slipped by any hor!le. Sample
Halter to any part or U. S. tree, on
byallSaddlery,
Ha.rd ware and Harness Dealers ..
Bpecial discount to the 'lrade .. '(.
Bend for ·Prlce•Ll<t.

recelptof$1. Sold

of

W A.RRAN"'l'ED

Y~arm.

Residences,. Churches, Hotels. Factories.Public Buildings, et.e., titted with Electric. Apparatus ot ~very descript10n; at stiOrt n~tice. .All
work ,:uaranteed.-,
Send !or descriptive
circular..

No Ropeto Cut Off Horses' Manes.
Celebra,ed'ECLIPSE' HA.LT.ER.
and BRIDLE Combined. cannot

PHiLA.SINGER$2
0
DAYS' TKI.U.
AU.,chmenta.

Prlvate

inNature.
BOSTON
ELECTRIC
CO.,

The Mexicrtn
Ret111rrcction
Plaut,
apparen~
lv dead., when. placed in water soon comes to lite,
ihowingall the tints or the rainbow. $2 to
per
day ea,;Uy made, as it sells to four out of five perrons at sight. Seud 2.:ic.for 3, or sne~ to~ 7 samples
(sell ror 25c. each). Low prices b,-" the 100and 1,000.
A. yea.r's suils~rlptlon to c,ne ot six papers given k»
tlrst 50c. order trom each county and to 11.rit order
ta.entioning this papor .
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Sarsaparilla

CINCER,.

Delicious Summer

Rifle.
1

W.,,L. DOUCLAS

Soldby all druggists. $1 ; six ror $5. Prepared 011l7
b;rc. I. ROOD&: CO.,Apothecaries,Lowell,Mass.
Pimples.
Blotchee,
l'Jealy er 011:r
Ble,alahea
and 1111Skin Dlaeaae•
and Complexion
Beautified
lt:r

The
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a Tonic

SANFORD'S

Dealers.
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Illustr:i.tcJ. C:lt:ll~;,;:,:c.. _____

u1 was generally run down, had no appetite, and
aocded a good tonic. I never used anything that
did me so much good as Hood's Sarsaparilla.
I now
have a good appetite. and !eel renewed nll over; n.m
better than I ha.Ye been tor years.''-E.
H. RAND,
jl West !-Hnth Street, Oswego, N. Y.
• 11 recon'}mend Hood's
Sarsa.parllla as a wonderful
blood purifier-a
sure nnd reliable remedy."-MRS.
s. F. BURGESS,West :Morris, Ct.
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OUR PUZZLE CORNER.
1.-CHARADE.
My first is a berry and also its seed,
My second io neither grass nor weed.
My ~vhole was a novelist in very deed.

S. E. L.
2.-ANAGRAMMATICAL
PROVERBS.
1, \Voval's fish are tender, s;r !
2, Famous men often enter ranks.
EVANGELl:--E.
3 ....c..SHAKESPEARIAN ENIGMA.
Composed ot' 94 letters.
My 5 27 66 19 14 74 55 25 11 61 33 39
46 8 58 44 67 58 93 63 75 65 35 17 10
45 52 41 18 69 1 78 29 +2 is an extract
from Mark Antony's oration.
My 24 31 30 40 16 94 27 36 71 4 86 So
6o 32 74 54 40 15 from "Hamlet."
My 3 42 47 56 27 73 18 87 64 37 16 34
title cifil play.
•
M:Y 21 59 6 91 49 68 50 57 82 62 a
character in "Love's Labor Lost."
My 88 77 40 22 2 30 72 90 81 a female
character.
, My·59 9 16 79 8_<;23 72 her hmband.
My 7 83 12 4 31 13 8970 55 callt>d "The
Crust.''
My 76 26 28 53 44 20 92 38 a Q!ieen of
• Denmark.
Mv 58 31 Sop
51 84 43 17 a character
in "Ali's Well that Ends Well."
My whole is a quotation from Richard

III.

J.

En
4.-DIAMOND
1, A letter.
A beverage.
3, A city in Italy.
4, A President.
5, A knob.
6, A beverage.
7, A letter.

PUZZLE.

2,

ANSWERS
ANSWERS

NEXT

TO PUZZLES

WEEK.
OF LAST WEEK.

1.-Police.
2.-

The good are better made by ill.
As odors crushed are sweeter still.
3.SE AS
EXIT
A IR A
STAR
4.-1,
Felix. 2, Osprey.
3, Og.
Lebanon.
5, Simri. 6, l\Iedeba. 7,
bite. 8, Kitron. 9, Egypt.
IO, Asiel.
Matthew.
12, Ohad.
13, Candace.
Kithlish.
15, Adah.
16, Tahpenes.
Sargon.
18 Ishi. 19, Naarath.
Initials,-Fools
make a mock at sin.

4,
Ar11,
14,
17,

PRIZE awarded to C. K. 1\1., Canton, for
only list of answers sent.
CHARLESTON,

S. C., IN RUINS.

CONTINUEDEARTHq_uAKESHOCKS.
CHARLESTON, S. C., Sept. 1.-An earthquake such as has never before been known
in the history of Charleston,
shook this
city last night, sh0rtly after IO o'clock,
causing more loss and injury to property
and more loss of life than the great cyclone
of last year. The city is wrecked, streets
are encumbered with mas&es of fallen brick
and tangled telegraph and telephone wires,
and up to an early hour it was almost impossible to pass from ·one part of the city
to an~ther.
The first shock was by far the
most severe. Most of the people passed
the night in the streets, which even this
morning were crowded with people afraid
to re-enter their homes.
More than 6o
persons were killed and wounded,chiefly
colored.
Fires broke out in different parts
of the city immediately after the-earthquake, and some are still burning, but
there is no dange,· of spreading.
There is
no way of leaving the city at present.
Many people were seriously if not fatally
injured.
Broad street presents a spectacle
of the utmost horror.
Even women, armo::dwith hatchets, fought valiantly to re~cue imprisoned
unfortunates.
Meeting
street, from Broad to Hard, is a wreck,and
,, lineiwith
unfortunates.
To add to the
horror ,0f. the si;ene, m.any fires broke out
and were· ineffectually fought by the fire
depart;nent.
The night was hideous with
the cries of the dying, the groans of the
·wounded and the prayers of the injured.
It is iinpossible to estimate the loss of life
or property at present.
Up to IO o'clock this morning there were
ten distinct shocks. No disorders have
yet taken place to-day but considerable anxiety is felt as to the outcome of the night.
The principal business portion of the city
was destroyed, and hundreds of persons
were rendered homeless.
Men were frantic, women beseeching mercy from the Almighty and children were in tears. The
main station house, City Hall, Hibernian
Hall, af\d many other well-known public
buildings, including St.Michael's Church,
were in-epa-rably damaged.
Many people
were seriously, if not fatally, injured.
NEw YORK, Sept. 3,
The-Associated Press is informed by the
Weste1;n Union Telegraph Co. that another heayy shock of earthquake occurred at
Charleston ·,i few m"imites ago. All their
wires to tha't city have bee11 !~st.
The earthquake was the most severe on
record in the United States and affe~ted
the greateM area. Ips origin was alo~g
the line of post qu/lternary
dislocation on
the eastern flanks of the Apalachians, especially where it crossed Central -~forth
Carolina.
Slight
premonitory
shocks
were•fel~ in the Carolinas for several days,
and a moderately severe shock occurred
near Charleston, August 27 and 28.

The principal shock causing the great are making their customary tour, giving
destruction in Charleston
originated
in Aroostook county a shaking up.
Central North Carolina, August 31st, at
\Vinnie Tobin, four years old, daughter
9.50 p. m., 75th meridian time. Thence of Frank Tobin formerly of Hartford, can
the shock spread with great rapidity in all challenge any one to beat this record: She
directions with velocity varying from 2.5 has living three great grandmothers,
one
to 65 miles a minute, over an area of 900,- great grandfather, two grandfathers,
one
ooo square miles, one-quarter of the United I grandmother,
one step-grandmother.
and
States, embracing 28 states, from the Gulf a father and mother.
of Mexico to the Great Lakes, and from
\Ve didn't mean to make so long a letthe Atlantic Seaboard to the Central :Mis- ter. and will now stop short.
II
sissippi Valley. In the Carolinas it was
accompanied by land slides, cre,·asses and
The Norway Advertiser
issue,; a Cengreat destruction
of property.
Half of tennial extra conta111ing 36 column,; of valCharle,ton is in ruins and more than for- uable historical matter. profusely illustratty lives were lost.
ed. This is big stroke of enterprise for a
CHARLESTON, S. C., Sept. 4.
country paper, and will doubtless gi,·e the
Another shock of about the same inten- Advertiser a boom, as it deserves.
Bro.
sity as that of last night occurred at 9.30 Sanborn has beaten the record in Oxford
o'clock to-night.
No damage w,rn done to County journalism.
The extra will be
property, but it ser.,·ed to increase the sent to any address for 6 cts. per copy. In
alarm of the citizens.
the newspaper history of Norway we find
CHARLESTON, S. C., Sept. 5.
the follo"ing in relation to the past and
There was another shock at 11.05 to- present of the Advertz:~er :night.
It was not very severe and its duF. \V. SANBORX is presumed to be the
ration was about two seconds.
owner of the AD\"ERTISER EsTABLISIIME::,."T.
He was born in London, K. IL,
CHARLESTON, S. C., Sept. 6.
Feb. IO, 1855. Was educated at the New
The slight shock of earthquake at 11.15 Hampton Literary and Biblical Institution
last night caused little or no alarm.
But at New Hampton. X. II., and was gradua light rain that set in at 4 o'clock this ated in the class of rS76. He pursued a
morning made thousands of persons en- course of study at Eastman's Business College at Pougl1keepsie, N. Y. Previous to
camped in the streets painfully anxious graduating in '76 he had learned the prinand uncomfortable and all sorts of shelter ter's trade in the office of the Lake Village,
were improvised,
pieces of tin and old (X. H.) Times and the Laconia, (N. H.)
He engaged in the publicaboards being put together to form roofs. Democrat.
tion of the Laconia, (~- H.) Democrat,
At daylight l:he rain ceased and the sun July 1, 1878, and continued there in comappeared.
Later in the morning
there pany with Col. E. C. Lewis for nearly four
were several slight showers,but not enough years and during which time had the gratification of seeing the circulation of the
to cause any incom·enience.
The usual
paper more than double.
He came to
weekly bill of mortality shows a total of Norway, May 29. 18S2, and in company
the Ox98 deaths in the city for the week ending with Simeon Drake resurrected
Sept. 4th. Of these 25 were white and 68 FORD Col ..\.TY AD\"ERTISER from the temporary suspense resulting from the disascolored. The deaths caused by ea1·thquake
trous fire of the April preceding.
The
were 38 up to the 4th, II of these being AnvERTISli:R was continued under the firm
white people and 27 colored.
Since then of Drake & Co. until Jan. 1883, when Mr.
:l\lr. Sanborn is more of a
there have been several additional
deaths Drake retired.
collector than a journalist
and contents
caused by earthquake.
himself with being business manager and
On Tuesday last, about the same hour cashier of the largest paper in Oxford
that the earthquake
occurred at Charles- County.
ton, a very extraordinar_y upheaval took
LAURA A. SAXBORX, wife of the propriplace on the ocean. The schooner George etor, is managing editor, proof-reader ::,.nd
the
generalissimo of the office. She 1s a
\V. Cushing of Portland, Capt. Clark Jewpractical printer and can turn her hand to
ett, was fishing on the Le Have Banks,the
an v work in the mechanical departm nt,
weather pleasant, when suddenly a tre- from washing rollers to doctoring
e
mendous sea arose, with heavy seas. The tapes on a sick press. And when occasion
seas came rolling in mountains high, with requires she sets up jobs, display~d advertising. can·es wooden letters with a jacksome half-mile distance between each sea, knife. tends the boiler and engine. locks
and coming in opposite direction from the up the newspaper forms, chastises the
wind, something that never occurred be- devil with the "shooting stick," and makes
fore in Capt. Jewett's experience.
The all hands march to the music of progressive enterprise.
She \\·as born in StratCushing had mainsail blown away and ford, N. H., Nov. 2, 1856. and wa. educatother sails so badly damaged that she was ed at New Hampton (X. H.) Literary Inobliged to relinquish her voyage and bore stitution, and was graduated in the class
away for Portland with only 1,ooo pounds of '77. She was married Feb. 4, 1879.

~.Affi_JNso~&a
lJ·coR.PEARL&MIDDLE
STs.O.
PORTLAND,
ME.

I

of halibut on board, reaching this port
Sunday evening.
The gale lasted seven
hours, the wind coming with a terrible
racket, when it subsided nearly as suddenly as it started.

PROBATE

of the

Housekeeper~

of Maine,

Chamber Sets ;\fanufactured from all the Popular \Voods, ASH, PINE, CHERRY,
OAK. MAHOGANY
and WALNUT.
The large>'t and best selected stock in the
country.
Everr Set \Varranted, and Freight Prepaicl to your depot.
These sets are
marked at Pric~s for September Sales, TIJAT have no Parallel in the Business. \Vrite
for cuts and description if you cannot come and see the line, and Remember We Prepay the freight to your depot. and sell you these Sets for Cash, or a quarter of the
amount down, and the Balance b_ythe week or month.
Furnish your Homes and enjoy Home comforts while Paying for them.

Carpet Deoartment.
In this Department we have some of the Greatest
England.
For instance, we are sdling

Bargains

Ever Shown

in New

.90
$1.25
1.2.5
1.25
.55 &up.
1.00 .,

R0xLnry Tapestry, per yard
Lowell Body Brus::;els,
Bigelow
''
Handsome Velvets
All~ool Ingrains
All-wool 3-ply

Oil Cloths,
nd Mats at unheard-of Prices, and Freight Prepaid to your depot. \Vrite for !\.mp} s of the,e goods.
Don't Pay Long Prices when we can and
will save your mqhey every day in the week, and the Largest Stock and Largest and
Lightest Floor to show cai-pets on in the country.

PARLOR

FURNITURE.

ADVERTISJ:-;G.

•

For the information of ot r ;- ader~ and
business men who desire fo°:1dvertise in
the paper that is the most r~d in the eastOXFORD BEARS IN, AROOSTOOK.
e,n part df Oxford County, as well as
some County officials who claim that no
WASHBURN, Aroostook Co., Me., Sept. 1. paper is worthy of their recognition
exDear Telephone :-Your
weekly call cept the Oxford Democrat, we publish figawakens many a pleasant thought, by the ures showing the number of- copies each
repetition of old familiar names and places. of the Car.ton TELEPHOXE, Xorway AdAroostook County has become the home vertiscr and Oxford Democrat, taken at
of many an Oxford bear, but the memorv the several postoffices in Eastern Oxford.
of Old Oxford is strong in them ali. While these figures may not be ab:;olutely
Washl:)urn and vicinity holds representacorrect now or at some future date-, the
tives from nearly every town in your re- comparison was made but a few months
gion, therefore you may be interested to ago. and each paper is credited with the
hear from us. vVas~burn and Perham, ad- actual number of copies delivered to regujoining towns, were both named for Gov- Jar subscribers in a given week:ernors hailing from Oxford, and bear up Po~toffice,
TEL. ADV. DE~!.
their respective honors bravely.
The) a1·e / Cant0ti,
10
11
137
thriving and prosperous towns, although
Canton Pt.,
29
o
o
the Exploration Party, in its hasty strides, .. D!xfield,
42
8
12
1
did not discov~r them; they are here, how- g;~r,~:1e~tr.,
4
ev~r, and all nght.
E. Di,;cfield,
II

i

Crops of all kinds are beautiful and 1 E. Peru,
bountiful, and barns are rapidly being fill- E. ~umford,
ed to overflowing.
There are many very
fine farms hereabout.
One of them, the
best intervale and upland farm on the
Aroo&took river, is now offered for sale on
account of the failing health of the owner.
Farmers are giving more attention to
fruit raising.
In olden times it was said
and almost believed that Oxford County
couldn't raise apples; but time proved that
untrue.
Somewhat the same has been
said of Aroostook, yet it now has many
nice orchards.
James Nutting last spring
set out an additional +oo apple trees and
Henry Bragdon is about to establish a
large sale nursery.
!Iis trees are so overloaded that he is obliged to lighten them
to save the limbs from breaking.
Finds
ready sale for the apples at $1.00 per bushel. IIop raising has received considerable
attention here, although by reason of the
prevailing low prices and slow sales fur a
year or two back many fields have been
plowed up entirely.
vVe notice that your correspondents
complain of the _invasion of their poultry
yards by black and white perfumers. They
ought to do as do their Aroostook sisters,
~vj10, in the semi-darkness of the wee sma'
hours are awakened by telltale· screeches
from the hen coops. Clothed in the robes
of ni~ht, a pair of slippers and revenge,
they boldly rush to the rescue and shoot
the marauder ·upon the spot-shoot
him
so dead that he might be a spring chicken
for all that anybody nose to the contrary.
Politicians from other part~ of the state

Grand special announcement
for the con,;ideration
New Hampshire, Vermont and Connecticut:

2o
13

~i

0

4

;

3

iil~~\'.~~~f{;
~
Hartford,
'
25
38
Mexico,
23
Peru.
S
I
o
2 4__
~ st Peru, ____
6
7
Totals,
390
sz~s·Parties doing business at Court who
wish to have legal notices of any kind published in the TELEPHO:"IE should remember our rates are only about two-thirds as
much as the Democi-at charges.
Also, i
there is any quibbling over your reques
to send notice to the TELEPHONE, you
may take blank notice and write "CA:--TON
TELEPHONE" in the space left blank for
name of paper, then let the officer fill out
the remainder of the blank.
Or you ma)?
order notice filled out, Ieadng blank space
for name of paper. and sent to your address, then you may insert the name of
any paper you choose and have it published where you choose.
We have legal advice to substantiate this statement.
If you
have a choice do not be bluffed out of it.

In this I)epartment
we wish Every intending Purchaser could just drop in and see
our line and get our Prices on Hair. Cloth Suits, Silk Plush Suits, Mohair Plush Suits
and all Kinds of Parlor Suits, Easy Chairs and Rockers known to the trade.
Any
one ";ho has seen our store knows that we cannot adequately
represent the stock on
paper, all we can say is this:
\Ve have Hair Cloth Sets at from $35 and up to $90;
Silk Plush Parlor Sets all prices from $100 upwards, and Mohair Plush Sets from
$47.50 up to $250; and unquestionably
the Largest assortment to select from in the
State, and only exceeded in Boston by our Boston Store.
Don't spendyoar
time and
money travelling when you can be suited right here at a less price.
\Ve have no hesitation in saying that we can and do, do Business 10 to 15 per cent. cheaper in Portland than can be done in Boston and New York; and we further say that we have unquestionably the Best Building for our Business to be found in either of those cities.
\Vrite for cuts and descriptions.
A quarter down and the Balance by the week or
m'¥th.

Stoves and Ranges.
Never before have we exerted ourselves to please the public in the matter of Heating Stoves as this year, and we believe we shall make the Finest Exhibit of these
goods this Fall ever shown east of Boston.
Our line will be full and complete in a
few dav,, and will include the Latest Patterns of the "Low" Art Tile Works.
This
is a sp~cial line of Franklin
Stoves never before shown in the country, and will be
bold at from $fo to $ 2 6 5 each.
We shall make a Special Exhibit of these goods about
Sept. 20 , and then we will call further attention to them.
Our Popular line of Parlor Stoves will ran 5 e in price from $4.50, 6, 8, 10 , 12 ·5°, ~.5,IS, 21 , 2 5, 2 7, 30, and $35.
We sold over 1 , 200 of these Parlor Stoves last fall and winter and we have yet to hear
a complaint.
Our price this year will be the same as last, notwithstanding
the 15 per
cent. advance in the price.
\Ve are enabled to do this because we c@ntracted for these
goods last May, before the advance.
• In our Range Department we are still selling at the old price, the New Tariff, Q.!;1aer First National. Groveland, New Byron and Our Choice.
Every Range is warran~ed a Baker.
Write for cuts of Stove and R~nges.
\Ve will sell them for cash ,,r
down, Balance by the week or month,
011 our Special Contract Sy~tem-One-fourth
and the F,ii\ght Prepaid t9 your depot.
Don't delay ord~ring.

DINING
.ROOM
FURNITURE
in Ev.e;·y Style. 40 Styles of Sideboards; Shades and Drapery in Endless Variety;
aQ,I more than a One' Hundre_d Thousand Dollar Stock of House-furnishings
to select
frp.m. All enquiries through the mail will receive prompt and careful attention, and
cuts ~nd photographs of Furniture, Stoves and Ranges, and Samples of Carpets, will
be ch'eerfuUy sent on application.
Opt!n every Evening.

That white soap, "Ben's Self-\Vasher,"
at H. H. Hurbank"s, meets the approval of
the ladies.
Try it!

Electric Lights on 3 floors,

.11.cld,·ess./Ill Con • w,nications

to

--~-----

Elegant Perfume~ just received
nold,;' Drug Store.

at Rey-

(;li:J_r_.
fl

1

ll

~rry that Bo:"\ELE·ss CoR~En BEEF at II. '..'7.~ '
H. Burbank's.

Corner
Pearl&Middle
Sts.,Portland.

Try that Pure Illinois Honey, only. 15
cts. lb., at Reynolds' Drug Store ..
A new lot of Artists'
nolds' Drug Store.

Material

at Rey-

ti~,

Isaac

C. Atkinson,

Mana;;-er.

